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Basic Questions of Intellectual Life 
under Socialism 
Speech by Comrade Priofessor Kurt Hager, M·e1mb·er ·of the Political 
Bureau and Secretary of the Central Committee of the SEO, 
at the Tenth Sess·ion of the Central C·ommittee 
C1omra·des. 
The program of the SEO an1d the decisions of the Se·venth p,arty 
Congress proceed friom the concept that the developeid so1ci·al 
system of So,ci.alism must be dev.el1oped as an integr·ated who··le s10 
tihat the Germ.an Democratic Repub1lic c,an be univers1olly stren·g-
thened, and the advantages ·an,d driving for1c·es of the So1cialist 
system can be brought to ful 1I fruition. ,All asp,ects, all elements· of 
the soci1al system of S·o,ci 1alism are i·nsep1arab,ly linked an,d inter-
C·onnected. 
Sinc.e the Seventh Party Congr1ess we h1ave ha,d considerable 
su·ocess in the elab1ora·tion and applic·ation of the econiomi.c system 
of Socia1lism and o·f the scientific methods of planning and 
management. We have oontinue1d on our forwar1d march in the 
strugg·le for top s1cientific and techn 1ologic·al st1an.dards and for a 
high level o·f education ·and cu1ture as well as in developing 
Soci,alist democracy an1d ne1w rel·ations am'.ong the people. The new 
re.ality 1whic1h res,ults from the shaping of the developed s1ocial 
system of Social.ism ·is assum·ing e·v.er clearer contours. 
In the course of this histori1c pr·ocess the pr,oblem of man in this 
period. his attrib1utes and soci1a·I rel1ations ,are moving ever more 
into focus. This is also the reas·on why we are discussing at this 
meeting of th·e Central C,ommi_ttee the basic ·questi1ons of inte·lle·c-
tual 1-i-fe under S1oci·alism. The emergence an1d developme.nt of the 
Soci·alist 1com.munity of m,an poses numerous problems of the 
Soci·alist way of li·fe, morality and Soci1alist hu·m1anism which must 
be theoretical·ly substantiated an,d answered. 
5 
V. I. Lenin ,pointed 0 1ut the 1inner · c1onnecti1on between the deve-
lopm·ent of Socialist society and the dem·ands on the ·consci1ousness 
of t,he working pe1ople. He wrote: ''The m1ore pr1ofoun1d the ch1ange 
we wish to bring about the more must we rouse ·an interest and an 
intel,ligent attitude towar,ds, an1d. convince more m·illions and tens 
of millions 1of people that it is necessary." (V. I. Lenin, C1ollected 
Works, Vol. 31, p. 498) In this year, when we 1cel·ebr1ate the 20th 
anniversary of our Republic we ,are able to st1ate with pri 1de that 
mu,ch h:as been accomplished in the construction of Socialism in 
all fields of soci 1al life un1der the lead·ershi·p iof the S1ocialist Unity 
p,arty of Germany. A deep-g1oing transformation also took place in 
the consciousness of the pe61ple, in their c:oncepts of life and their 
social relati 1ons. It finds its expression in the emergence of the 
Socialist community o·f mran. In an unrelenting struggle waged in 
the GDR ag1a-inst the ideol·ogy of ,imperialism the ideas of S·ocialism 
and humanism have emerged victorious. Thanks to the creative 
application of the teachings of M 1arxism-Leninism, our Party has 
been able to provi1de correct lea1dership in the comp,Jex process 
of the intelle1ctu,a·I rebirth of our people. 
The primary 1issue in the develoipment of intellectual life, i.e., 
social and in·dividual C1onsciousness, science and education, ethics 
and culture, is the further deepening of the consc·ious approach of 
millions towards shaping the S·oci·alist social ,order and the com-
mun·ity of man in the GDR. In his report to the Seventh Congress 
of the SED, Comrade W·alter Ulbri1cht sa1id: ''To promote the Socia-
list C·Onsciousness !of the p1eople, their eduoati·onaf ·level, their com-
munity efforts, their good com:muna.J life and their link with our 
Socialist state is the foremost an·d paramount task of ,our Party." 
(\lv'alter Ulbriicht, Die gesellschaftliche Entwicklung in der Deut-
schen Demokratischen Repub·lik bei der Vollendung des Sozia-
lism us, Dietz Verlag, pp. 283-84) 
In this way, the basic questions of intellectual life in the GDR 
arise, in the first 1pla1ce, fr·om the struggle for our immediate aim, 
the developed Socia·list so,ciety. They are, at the same time, inse-
parably link·ed with t1he worl1d historic struggle between So1cialism 
and imperi1alism in whic·h the GDR, side by side with the Soviet 
Uni1on an1d the other members o,f the c,ommu,nity of Soclalist 
countries, bear a great responsibility. They a 1lso ·arise out of the 
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struggl1e for the preservati,on of 1peace an·d the consolid·ation of the 
unity of the W1orld Communist m,ovement an.d of all anti-im·perialist 
. 
forces. 
S1ocia·list humanism an1d the anti-humanist ideol·ogy of imperial-
ism ·and mil·itarism fa~ce e·ac·h other in the continually sharpening 
ideologic,al struggle, which is condu1cted by the bourge.oisie in a 
oon1centrated manner an1d with all forces at its disposal. Parti-
cularly US imperJ1al·ism an.d West German imperialism are the 
protagonists of the reactionary 1and anti-h[uman i1de.ology of anti-
Communism, ch,au1vinism and neo-colonialism. This is proved by 
I 
the barbarous w1ar ·whi,ch US 1imperia·lsim is waging against the 
pe,01ple of Vietn·am, and the unbri·dled revanc.hism in West 
Germany. 
More em.phasis must .also be placed 1on repelling the attacks 
ma.de by mo1dern revisi,onism on Marxism-Leninism as well as the 
anti-Lenin·ist anid anti-Soviet i·deo,logy and p.olicy purs·u·ed by the 
M·ao Tse-tung group whose functi·on is t,o weaken the internati1onal 
Communist 1and workers' ·movement, the strugg.le waged by the 
w·orking class and all other working pe.ople for peace, demo,cracy 
an.d Socia1lism. 
The increasing significance 1of intellectu·al life under S·ocialism 
cal1ls for a steady impro1vement of the pl·anning and man1agement 
of the entire system of ideol,ogical act,iv.ity. ideology an·d culture 
by the Party and the Socialist state. It necessitates intensified 
ideological cooperation with the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Un1ion and the other p1arties of the community of Socia·list states. 
The long-term planning o,f the oontent of i·de1ological develo,p1ment, 
the system1atic analysis of the Socialist 1cons·ciousne·ss of alil cl 1asses 
and strata, the p,urposeful g·enerializ,ation of the best experiences 
an·d metho,ds as well as the training and advanced educati·on of 
cadres who are 1a1ctive in this f,ield, are the crucial factors of 
scienti·fic lea,dership by our Party and the Socialist state in the 
intellectual and cu1ltural sp·here. 
I. Historical Materialism and Socialist Society 
lnte1lle.ctu1al life does not deve.fop in an arbitrary and chaotic 
fash 1ion but is subjeict to 1definite objective liaws of dev~l·opment. 
This basi1c ·percepti1on of histori1cal materialism is expresse·d by 
Karl Marx in the famous Prefiace to the ''Critique of Political 
Economy'' in the fol:l·owing w1or.ds: ''The mo1de of produ.ction o,f 
material life conditions the social, political and intelle1ctua·I life 
process in general. It is not the ·consci-ousness of men that deter-
mines their being, but, on th,e contrary, their social being that 
determines their consciousness... With the ch·ange of the 
economic foun·dati,on the entire im·mense superstructure is more or 
less ra-.pi1dly transformed." (Marx 1and Engels, Sele1cted Works, 
Progress Pub·lishers, M 1osoo·w, 1968, pp. 182-83) 
. 
This l·aw, which was disco·vered by Marx, p·aved the way for t 1he 
understanding of th·e interaiction betw·een SO·Cial being an1d con- · 
sci .. ousn·ess, between basis an1d su·perstructure·, between objective 
con:diti1ons and subjective factors of socia1I development. The fact 
that so·ci1al conscioiusness is con·diti.one1d and determin-ed by soci·al 
being does not, -on the other h1an·d, mean a successiion in time of 
economics and ide.ology, nor n·e1cessarily a lagging behind of con-
sciousness, and also n10 playing 1d1own of the imp1ortan·ce of 
intellectual life. Marxism-Leninism has nothing whatever in 
common with the notion that i1deas in history are c1onfined only to 
reflecting ec1onomi1c d 1evelo.pm-ent in a merely passive manner. 
Frederic Engels had a·,lrea.dy argued against the, as he calle.d it, 
''fatuous notion'' that Marx and 'himself had denied to- i1deology 
''any effect upon history'', just be.cause they negated an indepen-
dent historic development of intellectual l·ife, unconne1cte1d and 
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separat1ed fr,om economi.cs. (Marx and Engels, Selected Corres-
pondence, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1965, p. 460) Such 
elements 1of the superstru.cture as the Marxist-Leninist Party and 
its degree of maturity, the Socialist state, the deve·lopment and 
ap·plication ·of science, general education and expert training, the 
cultural level, politi,cal oonsci,ou·sness an1d et1hi,c and a 1estheti·c 
sentiments exert a profound influ·ence on the level of d.ev,el1op1ment 
and the rate of growth 1of production an1d soci,ety as a whole. 
Our Party has always emphasiz·ed the c·onne1cii 1on and correla-
tiion between basis anid su1perstructure as we,11 as the active role 
and signifi.cance of the various elements of the superstructure, 
above all progressive iideology. It has, at all stages of develop,ment 
si nee 1945, been able, in oom·plete 1a1ccord with objecti 1ve require-
ments an·d p 1ossibil·it1i1es of ,obJective social develo1pment, to piut into 
the centre of its work t,hose ideological questi1on·s whose solution 
provide1d the key to the fu·lfi1lment .of the pra1ctical tasks of t 1he d·ay. 
In the programmati 1c A 1ppea1I o,f the Com·munist Party of Germany 
of 11 June 1945 ·and in the Principles an1d Objectives of the S1ED 
of 21 April 1946 the task was set ·of combining th,e struggle for the 
eliminati,on of the material and e.conomic roots of imperia1lism and 
fas·cism with the struggle aga·inst fasc"ist an1d imperi 1alist i1de,ology, 
nati1onalis1m, racial hatred and chauvinism, and for a demo,cratic 
. and progressive consciousness of the wh1ole people. In the process 
of ·over.coming the ideol·ogy of anti-Sovietism, revanchism an1d 
chauvinism, a ne·w anti-fascist democr1atic consciousnes·s was 
systematica1lly devel1op.ed in all .classes an.d strata of the popula-
tion. The fascist and bourgeois-reactionary concept of history has 
been effa,ce·d and the 1obj1ectivef,y true concept of history of Marxism 
and the Marxist-Len .. inist tea,ohings of the decisive role of the 
popular masses in shaping history hav1e bec·ome an integral and 
crucial part of so,cial consci.ousness. 
This ideological trans,formatio·n was a rev1oluti,onary pro,cess 
which took plaice un·der the 1le1a1dersh1ip of the Party. Our Party had 
to start by ov1ercoming fasc·ist ideology. It had to c,onduct a c,on-
stant struggle against the 1psych.ollogi,cal warfare waged b·y tihe 
West German imperialists and rightwing Social De·mo1crats and, 
eventually, inc1ulcate Socialist ·ideology deeply int10 the minds and , 
actions of the majority of the working pe1ople. It is an historic merit 
9 
of our Party that in thi·s 1period Leninism, the Marx·ism of our ep·och, 
has been firmly rooted in the GDR an1d that, on this b.asis, Socialist 
internationalism, and above all frien,dsh·ip with the Soviet Union, 
has developed in an a·ll-embraci·ng way. 
Based on these 1prin1cipiles 1an1d upon th'e fraternal assistance 
rendered by the C.PSU and the Soviet people, the SED has 
succeeded in leading the working c·lass towards an awareness of 
:its Socialist pos,ition and res1ponsibility as masters of the Socialist 
relations ,o·f power and pr,oduction. The w·orking class of the GDR 
achieved the ability to direct, a·ccording to plan, its own develop,-
,ment and the development of all allied classes and strata of the 
people. In the c1ourse of this ·comtplex pr,ocess, whi,ch was by n,o 
·means smooth and l1acking 1in contra1dictions, it has been possible 
·increasi·ngly to mak·e Socialist ideology the ruling ide1ol,ogy in t 1he 
*GDR. This finds its c·on·crete expression in the fact that t 10 1day all 
c ·lasses and strata combine thei r thinking, feeling and a,cting with 
the Socia1list perspective of the GDR and the Socia·list community. 
Writer Martin Viertel S·a1id at the Conferen·ce of Socialist teams 
·which was org1an·ize·d last J·anuary by the GDR Coun1c·il of Ministers 
1and the National Exe·cutive of the Confederati,on of Free German 
Tria1de Unions: ''During these weeks and months all of us are being 
stimulated to take an1other l1ook at the road we have been marching 
,on in the 1past decades. We take the documents of th·e Preparatory 
C·ommittee for the 20th Annivers1ary into our hands and sud·denly 
become aware of how our lives, the l1ife ·of e;ach of us, have be,come 
:integrate'd in the lifie of, our Re1public. We find there our oWn 
labour, our privati1ons, our sa·crifices, our troubl·es, our rise and our 
·victories. We who went down the b,its and have come up again; ~e 
who were compe1l·led t,o learn, to mouJ,d our state, to run and pro-
tect it ·an1d to fill it with b·eauty. Together with and through our 
P·arty the entire working 1class h·as learnt to carry out the profoun1d 
tr1ansformati.on of s·ociety and ·to emerge victorious. In this retro-
spect, in this reicalling of our way ·all o·f us are i1mbued with the 
·won1derful·ly ha1ppy feeling, which is more t 1han just s·at'isfa,ct1ion, 
more than mere prid,e and more than: see wh,at w,e ha·ve accompli-
shed. A,IJ of us feel th1at what we in everyday life ca.II, in a very 
theoreti1cal .and m,oidest way th,e liberation ·of mankind, is our o,wn 
great W1ork. The work, our Socialist fatherland, we ourselves." 
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t, In the struggle for the transformation of social b·eing in the 
;t c·ourse of the anti-fascist demo1cratic and S·ocialist revolutions, the 
'· consciousness of the working class, of the farmers, the inte·llig·ent-
sia and 0 11·1 other strata of the population has become complete1ly 
e changed. The ·i,deas 1of love of the GDR, ·our Socialist ~atherland, 
is friendship with the Soviet Union and Soci1alist internationalism, 
>f comradely help, e,qual rights and mutual respe,ct, work for the 
it great a,ims and common i·de!Ols of Socialism, which have beoome 
R established in the Ger:man Democratic Republic and firmly rooted 
»- in the hearts and ·min,ds of its ·citizens, are a refle:ction of the new 
e S·ocialist property an1d po1wer relations 1an,d, at the same time, the 
·O result of the continuous struggle waged by our Party for the deve-
e l·opment o·f S1ocialist coris·ciousness an-d the Socialist community. 
e L,ife itself has confirmed th1e 1correctness of our polic·y. It has 
II reaffirmed the ~act that revolution in the sphere of ideology and 
:h cu·lture is an intrinsic element of Socialist construction and that 
the Party of the working class, whi,ch is gu:ided by the scientific 
lS i1deology of dialectica1I and historical materialism and is cre·atively 
rs applying Marxism-Leninism, is capable of successfully carrying out 
n this revolution. All of our experiences tea,ch us that th.e working 
9 cl-ass and its Marxist-Leninist Party, as soon as it has won power, 
g must safegu1ard the systematic moulding of the Socialist super-
ry stru·cture in ,continuous accor~ with the ,changes in the basis. It 
ly must not even for a moment neglect, in particular, the systematic 
te develo1pment an1d spreading of S·ocia·list consciousness. 
'" Where this principle is violat1ed, bo1urgeois i1deology s\preads~ 
LJr and the repres·entatives of mo,dern revis·ionism hoJ,d sway. One 
re must realize that revisiionism also finds fertile ground in So·cialist 
:>- countries during the transit,ional period ffio·m c·apitalism to Social-
ur ism as a nesult of the continued potency of bourge·ois ideology and 
id bourgeois traditions and, moreever, through the import from the 
:>- West of bourgeois and im1perial1ist id.eologies. 
ie No 1one .is surprised that the West German televisi·on and broad-
n, casting services preferably broadcast those utteran!ces by mo1dern 
Ii- revisionists who deny the leading role of the Marxist-Len,inist Party 
ry and opp,ose the p'lanning and management of intellectual and 
'" cultural processes b·y t 1he Party and the Soci·alist state. Some time 
ago a meeting of Yug.oslav and Czechoslovak philosophers was 
11 
h,eld in Opotija (Vugos·lav1ia) whi·ch dealt with the present situation 
of Soc·i·a·lism. Those ''p1hilosophers'' took, in the na·me of t 1he ''self-
administrative society'' a stand against, as they ·called it, ''etatisti-
cal Soc·ia·lism'', .meaning the So·cialist state which, in accordance 
with the principles of Marxism-Leninism, comprises democrati·c 
centre l1i sm. 
During the struggle for the develope1d S:ocialist so,ciety and in 
the class confront,atio1n with imperialism it is ne1cessary to streng-
then the role pla1yed by the Socialist state 1in shaping society an1d, 
abo1ve all, also in the development of intellectual and cultural life. 
Walter Ulbricht rightly stateid: ''A Socialist state which intends to 
prevail in our present w.orld in whi1ch one 0 1f the foremost issues is 
to master th,e com1p·liex problems of · modern Soc,ialist industry and 
agriculture under conditi,ons of the scientific-technologi,cal revolu-
ti·on w1ith all its so.cia·I 1consequences must b!e a homog,eneous, 
firmly structured state with unified an1d centralized planning and 
management an1d, at the same time, a responsible P'Crtici.pation 
by the pro1ducers of commodities and by the working pe10.ple in the 
planning and m·anag1e·ment in the state and economy." (Walter 
Ulbricht, Die Rol,le des sozi,a'listischen Staates bei d 1er Gestaltung· 
des entwickelten gesellschaftlichen Systems des Sozialis·m.us, 
Schriftenreihe des· Staatsr,ates, No. 6, 1968, .p. 25) .Alt1hough it is an 
obvious fact that ·in West Germany an1d other capitialist countries 
tihe 1ca:pitalists conceritrate all the power in state an.d econom,y in 
ord,er to mast,er the scientific-technological revolution, buttress 
t 
their hegem·ony an·d wage the struggle aga1inst So,cial·ism, the 
''philosophers·'', who had gathered in Opotijia, were concerned 
about how best to abolish democratic central,ism and weaken and 
dissolve th,e Soci·dlist state. Instead of ·dealing with the develop-
ment and perfecti,on of s.ooi1ali·st democra~cy th·ey d·iscuss1ed the use 
of b,ourgeois liberties· 1in Socialism by, most signifi·cantly, referring 
to the attempted fascist coup of 17 June 1953, the counter-revol.u-
tion,ary machinations in Hung.cry of 1956 and the ''deve1lopment 
of free thought'' in Cze1choslovakia. The consequences of that 
''
1philos1ophy'' are cle,ar: So,cia1list ideology W1ould be r1eplaced by 
the so-called ''bourge,o'i-s ·liberties'', and the workers and farmers' 
state, an,d the systematic shaping of Social,ist society and ideol1ogy, 
eventually replaced in the name of ''freedom of thought'' by the 
12 
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disintegr1ati,on of Socialism and by counter-revoluti.on. It is obv·ious 
that we shall, also ·in fiuture, refuse to listen to the advice tendered 
by su·ch ''phi·losop·hers''. Where such advi1ce must :lead to is s1uf.fi-
c·iently known to ev·erybod·y from events of the most recent .past . 
No ·less harmful is the policy pursued in C,hina by the Mao Tse-
tung gr10U'P· The so-calle1d Ninth Congress of the Communist Party 
of China ,m,ade the ant1i-Lenin-ist an·d nationalist do·ctrine of Mao 
Tse-tung the one and only i1deology which dominates every s1p1here 
of political and social life. It flies in the face of s1cientific Social·1ism 
an·d proletarian internati-onalism and sees 1its paramount task in 
_ attacking the So·vi·et Unton an·d t.h·e unity of the community of 
r 
Socialist states as well as of the Communist and workers' move-
ment. One of the ch1a·racteristic features of that ,ideology is sub-
jectivism, ·i . . e,. the vie·w that learning by he.art of sl·o·gans and the 
artificially 1cre,ated ''revolutionizing'' .of the consciousness could be 
a substitute for the 1s~cientific planning anid management of produc- . 
tion 1and org-anized strug·gle for the e·lim1ination of shortcomings 
an·d ba1ckwardness in the national economy. Incidentally, alread·y 
in 1847 Marx had casti·gated p·etty-bourgeois subjectivism in an 
article entitled ''Moralizing Critique and Criticizing Mora·lity'' b¥ 
stating th·at p1e10 1ple must, in the course of th·eir develo!p1ment first 
pro1duce the material con1ditions of a new society themselves an·d 
that no effort of mind or determination could absolve hi·m of th 1is 
destiny. (Marx and Enge;ls, Werk.e, Vol. 4, p. 339) 
In our S.0 1cial1ist society the workers' an·d f1armers' power, Soci·alist 
ownershi1p o.f the .means of production and the alliance between 
the working class and the farming com.munity ·as well as with all 
other w·orking people have 1created a homogeneous sooi·o-econo-
mic and p1olitical basis for the 1development of intelle1ctual l·ife. It is 
one of the ch·aracteristics of S.ocia1list so1ciety and one of the de·ci-
sive sources of its sup:eriority ·0 1ver capitalism that it is being formed 
compre·hens·iv1e;ly in a c1ons:ci 1ous 1and system·atic way, if the Party 
and the Soci.alist state meet the·ir 9bligations. The New consists i n 
the fact that the Party c·onsciously sets ta·sks for society and strug-
gles for their implement,ation, as manifested in the decisions of the 
Se·venth SED C 1ongre·ss. 
Espe~cj.ally ,after S·ocialist relations of production have prevailed, 
the superstructurie gains, thanks to the leadership by the Party and 
13 
its creative application of Marxism-Leninism, ·considerably greater 
influence on further socia·I development. Intellectual life under 
Socia·lism ·is rich and varied. It re:ceive·s ever new i·mpulses from the 
emergenc·e an.d 1devel·opm1ent of the So·cialist community. The 
increasing satisfa1ction of the material and cultural demands of 
the new man of this :perio·d in the develope:d Socialist soc,iety calls 
for ·an extr1ao·ridinarily rich, sti,m1ul·atirig an·d interesting intellectual 
life, a ·continuous extensiion of its sc·o·pe and a deepening of its 
content. Socialist consciou·sness, inde1ed the whole .intelle~ctual 
life, has b'ecome one of the foremost driving forces of our social 
development. Innumerable facts and examples m·anifest, day after 
day, th.at no step towards the further development of the socia1I 
s·ystem of So·c·ial-ism can be made that ·is not b·orne by the know-
ledge, conviction ·and consciousness of Socialist p·ersonalities. 
In this context we ,must alwa·ys take into consideration that the 
i1de·ologi,cal struggle betw.een Sooia·lism and iim1perialism is gaining 
in sharpn,ess and that the opponent is, by means of id·eological 
subversion and pisych·ologi·cal warfare, anxious to influence the 
citizens of our Republ1ic, to preserve or restore ways of thinking 
and ·acting left over from the past and to spre1ad the anti-human1ist 
ideology and way of life .of American and West German 
i m.peria Ii sm. 
The continual growth of intelle·ctua·I l1ife und·er Social1ism does 
not take p,f,ace without fri,ctions and conflicts but in a ste1ady and 
contradictory process of struggle between new advan·cing id~as 
and old 'Concepts an·d traiditions whic·h have bec·ome obsolete 
through new develop'ments. Thus the un·comprom1i·sing struggle 
wage·d by ou.r Party for the top soientifi·c-technol·ogic,a·I level which 
demanids the h'ighest stand1arids in science, technology and the 
economy is at the same time an ideologica·I struggle against out-
date1d forms and methods of scientif.ic work and for an up-to-date 
highly-effective organiz·ation of s·oience, for Socialist cooperation 
and for the stu.dy of Soviet .experience. The implementatlon of the 
third reform of higher edu,cation is being carried out under the 
lea·ders1hi'P of our Pa.rty organ1izations as· the work of stu!dents, 
scientists and other staff members of the universities and .colleges 
in t,he confrontation _with ob·solete conce·pts in tea,ching and train-
• 1ng. 
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ter There is no sphere of soci·a1l l1i·fe in Social·ism where developments 
Ier go smoothly and without _intellectual strugg·le. By throwing open for 
:he discussion, in time and -with courage, the new problems of social 
'he and parti:cularly, also of intellectual and cultur·al progress and 
Of discussing and solving them together with the working people, our 
ills Party odvances socia·I progress and implements its leading role. 
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II. The GDR Is Correctly Programmed 
We are shaping the developed social system of Socialism in the 
GDR in\ the epoch of the transition form capitalism to Socialism on 
a world scale, that is, at a time of great revolutionary changes 
which cover all spheres of social life. The greater the dynamics o_f 
these changes, the tougher the struggle between Socialism and 
imperialism, the more important does clarity on the perspective of 
development become for all working people. The knowledge of 
the laws of social development, of the lessons of history and of 
tl1e Marxist-Leninist social prognosis provides all working people 
with certainty of the victory of Socialism and enables them to tackle 
their present tasks in a conscious manner and from the point of 
view of the future requirements of Socialist society. In his address 
on t 1he occasion of the 150th anniv.ersary of the birth of Karl Marx, 
Comrade Walter Ulbricht said: ''Prognosis has proved to be an 
important instrument of the class-confrontation with capitalism. 
In view of the fundamental social, scientific-technological, military 
and cultural transformations which are taking place in our time, 
no social class or political force of our era can derive its strategy 
and tactics solely from conditions of the present moment but must 
endeavour to proceed from the long-term development tendencies 
of society." (Walter Ulbricht, Die Bedeutung und die Lebenskraft 
der Lehren von Karl Marx fur unsere Zeit, Berlin, 1968, p. 12) 
Since the Seventh Party Congress, both the theory and practice 
of Marxist-Leninist social prognostics in the GDR have been 
intensified. Social prognostics have become a scientific instrument 
of planning and managing our social development. Proceeding 
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from the prognosis developed at the Seventh Congress for the 
shaping of the developed system of Socialism in the GDR, prog-
noses are being worked on~ for all spheres of our society. It is 
especially significant in this context that comprehensive social 
prognoses are being elaborated for the counties under the leader-
ship of the county committees of our Party. 
Many working people and especially young people ask the 
question what society will look like in which we shall live in 1975, 
1980 or even later and what will be each one's professiona.1 and 
social position and his individual way of life. They are also 
interested in problems such as the position of man in an auto-
mated industry and in industrialized agriculture. How are we going 
to live and be housed in the year 2000? What shall I have to know 
and master? In what direction are our towns and villages and our 
transportation system going to develop? What mental faculties, 
which are today · still exclusively reserved to man, will machines 
be able to take over? How will medical science be able to cope 
with the new problems arising from the scientific-technological 
revolution? These and other problems of the intellectual prepa-
ration for the future, the further development of social relations 
and personal ways of life have acquired an outstanding signi-
ficance for intellectual life under socialism. 
Precisely the problems of the future development of our Socialist 
society and of prognostics are apt to arouse and satisfy varied 
interests, stimulate our imagination and productive thinking and 
provide intellectual life with new impulses. Basic questions of 
economic structure and scientific development, ways of life, the 
position of women and the development of youth, educational 
system and the health services, philosophy and ethics, art and 
culture are coming to the surface which must be discussed and 
answered with the help of social prognoses of the GDR, the 
individual counties, enterprises and institutions . 
The Marxist-Leninist social sciences must concentrate consi-
derable efforts on a fast and significant raising of the level of 
socio-prognostic work in the GDR. At the same time, the require-
ments of practice must taken into account to a greater extent in 
socio-prognostic research. Many publications give priority to the 
methods of prognostics. The book Philosophie und Prognostik, 
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written by a team of authors, contains valuable material on ideo-
logical and methodological problems of socio-prognoses. Yet its 
value unfortunately suffers from tendencies of a philosophizing 
alien to practice and a great lack of concrete examples of social 
prognostics. It would be, so I believe, decisively important for 
socio-prognostic research to concern itself not only with methodical 
questions but to orientate itself more strongly towards substantial 
statements on the development of the sciences, possibilities and 
perspectives of the scientific-technological revolution, the educa-
tional system, etc., with a view to enhancing the level and political-
ideological effectiveness of prognostics for practical use. This also 
includes a well-based critique of bourgeois ''futurology''. 
Historic progress is today inseparably linked with the leading 
role of the working class and its Marxist-Leninist Party which is 
guided by the creative teachings of Marxism-Leninism. As we all 
know, the revolutionary party programs of the international labour 
movement have invariably proved their power to advance mankind 
and mould the future. They were not based on idle prophecies 
but, as V. I. Lenin wrote, on the analysis of those'' ... basic trends 
of economic and political development ... the resultant of which 
determines the immediate future, ... the tasks, direction and 
character of the activity of every intelligent public man." (V. I. Lenin, 
Collected Works, Vol. 17, Moscow, 1963, p. 144) This also applies 
to the fullest extent to the Program of our Party. This Program, 
. 
which was adopted by the Sixth Party Congress contains the 
scientifically-based long-term perspective of total social develop-
ment up to the completion of Socialism in the GDR. The 
elaboration and constant perfection of this Program in the process 
of its realization,_ the decisions of the Seventh Party Congress and 
the con·clusions witch were dev.el,o·ped by Comrade Wa.lter Ulbricht, 
First Secretary of the Central Committe·e of the SED, ·at the scientific 
sessions to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Capital and the 
150th anniversary of the birth of Karl Marx, are an outstanding 
and creative theoretical accomplishment of the Party and a 
genuine enrichment of Marxism-Leninism in our epoch. 
We can state wit1h every justification that the GDR :is correctly 
programmed. 
The GDR is correctly programmed because the scientifically-
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based policy of the Party and the Socialist state is oriented towards 
the solution of the basic issues of our era, the preservation of peace 
as a basic condition for human progress, the completion of Socia-
lism, social security and justice for the working people and compre-
hensive participation of the people in the democratic moulding of 
their own living conditions. 
The GDR is correctly programmed because the achievements of 
the scientific-technologica.I rev·olution are used for the benefit of 
the working people, for the safeguarding of humanist education, 
up-to-date vocational training and continual further education. 
The GDR is correctly programmed because it remains loyal' to 
Marxism-Leninism, to the ideas of Socialism and proletarian 
internationalism and is waging a relentless struggle against 
bourgeois ideology and all anti-Socialist forces. 
The GDR is correctly programmed because it actively contributes 
to the further strengthening of the community of Socialist countries 
and, in fraternal alliance with the Soviet Union and the other 
, 
Socialist countries is bound to be among the victors of history. 
Developments in the GDR prove that the abolition of the 
capitalist relations of power and production and the existence of 
Sociialist ,ones a·s well as the elaboration ·and siu1ccessful implemen-
tati·on .of the ec·onom·ic system of So,cialism have been and are the 
objecti·ve basis for the ,emergen·ce of ·a qualitatively new intellectual 
life, a new progressive way of thinking of the whole population, 
I 
of Socia.list humanism. 
Socialist humanism means that power lies in the hands of the 
working class which wields this power in alliance with all working 
people for the benefit the whole people. --What the hand of man 
has wrought belongs to the people. All social endeavours centre 
around man, the continually improving satisfaction of his material 
and intellectual needs, the all-embracing education and develop-
ment of his creative potential and capabilities for the benefit of 
society as a whole and for the unfettered burgeoning of his 
individuality. His freedom and human dignity become reality within 
the Socialist community which is based on the principles of 
Socialist ethics. Socialist humanism coincides with the objectives 
of the Party and the So.cialist state in politics, econ·omy, sci·ence, 
education and the practical experiences gathered by millions of 
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working people day by day in the realization of these aims. The 
Socialist order in the GDR documents the ability, which is possible 
only under Socialism, to solve on the basis of Socialist social 
conditions, the basic problems of our era together with man and 
for his benefit. 
Futurology without a Future 
In his bo·ok Falsch progr.amm1iert the we<ll-kn·own West German 
scientist K·arl Ste·inbuch arrives at the conclusion that the present 
revolutionary changes in science and technology als·o ·confront 
society with new tasks but that West German society ''·is (being) 
prevented by a backw.ard way 1of thinkin·g from giving seri\ous 
thoug1ht to ·its destiny ... " (K. Steinbuch: Fa Isch programmiert, 
Stuttgart, 1968, p. 117) 
The West German intellectual ''backward'' scene is undoubtedly 
''misera·ble'' and ''retrograde'', aus Steinbuch puts it. He attributes 
the backwardness of West Germany to the incapacity of the ruling 
class to think. The real causes for this ''poverty of bourgeois 
philosophy'', however, lie in the outdated social relations of state-
monopoly capitalism. Since the social basis is historically obsolete, 
it is an objective law of development that the intellectual life of 
that society, which is influenced by the ruling class, is also retro-
grade and directed against social progress. 
West German monopoly capital has become more aggressive. 
The drive for expansion, for a change in the relation of forces in 
Europe, for mastery of the scientific-technological revolution at 
the people's expense, and for the suppression of the increasing 
opposition at home is linked with endeavours made by the 
imperialist bourgeoisie to integrate, by means of a subtle _mani-
pulation of intellectual life, the minds of the working people into 
their system of rule. In this drive, monopoly capitalism also avails 
itself of the assistance rendered by rightwing Social Democratic 
leaders. State-monopolist manipulation is psychlogical warfare, 
waged systematically and by using scientific methods against the 
thinking, reasoning and feeling, in short against any development 
of the working people of West Germany aimed at social progress. 
Let us take, as an example, the imperialist cultural crisis. 
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, Horrifying intellectual disintegration, elimination and intentional 
destruction of humanist traditions, emphasis on the abnormal, 
pornography and sadism characterize present developments of 
West German art and culture. Characteristic is the fact that this 
consciously intensified process of destruction presents itself in 
forms which grip the masses, such as in the general spreading of 
de-humanization, the absurd and the aimlessness of human 
existence by means of mass literature and the film. 
Sid by side with ''tough'' crime, spy, gangster and science-fiction 
• 
stories in literature, film and television, the glorification of a predo-
minantly primitive sexuality, pornography and sexual abnormality is 
the most important method of ''uninhibiting'' man, of appealing to 
instincts and desires, of destroying human values and propagating 
an imperialist image of man on a mass scale through which thinking 
and reason are systematically banned, brutality and contempt· for 
man is produced and anything human is to a large extent reduced 
to the animalistic sphere. 
The rot and decay which manifest themselves in these pheno-
mena of present ideology and culture in West Germany only reflect 
the r·ottenness of the state-:mono:poly system .itself. State-monop·oly 
capitalism, which is characterized by an ever increasing concen-
tration of production and capital and a gigantic growth of the 
power of monopoly capital, stands in crass and irreconcilable 
contradiction to the requirements of social development and the 
working people's interests. The imperialist bourgeoisie is trying in 
every way possible t,o prevent working ·in West Germ1an from 
becoming aware of this contradition. 
In recent times speeches and articles by West German politi-
cians contain an increasing number of complaints that imperialism 
lacks a social concept for the future or any long-term vision which 
could fill the people with enthusiasm and tie them more closely 
to the imperialist system. But what great vision could be offered 
by a social system which is beset by deep-reaching and antago-
nistic contradictions? How should a society safeguard social 
security, economic stability and a continual growth of the economy 
which is as gravely shaken by structural crises, crises of over-pro-
duction, of currency and of politics as is the case with the state-
monopoly system? 
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In this West German society how can a working man unfold his 
personality and become creatively active as long as the monopolies 
declare even a demand for partial codetermination to be incom-
patible with capitalist property and power relations? 
How can a cultured and intellectually rich life become possible 
for the majority of the working people as long as culture and 
education are subjected to the profit requirements of the monopo-
lies and stat~-monopoly manipulation? . 
The ·leading forces of West Germ·an m·onopoly cap·ital d.emand, 
in order to implement their ant·i-progressive and anti-humanist 
pol1icy, that the so-cal·te.d ''futurol1ogists'' draft a ''picture of the 
future'' which gri·ps the ,m,aisses and mobil·izes th·e political activi-
ties of the citizens. The im1pression is to be made th·at late-cap·ital-
ism has a secure future in order to den.y the historic truth that for 
West Germany, too, S·ocialism is the h.istorical alternative to 
i m p·eria I ism. 
The 1apologeti·c ,and aggre·ss·ive chara·cter of the official ''p1lann-
ing for the future'' finds its most unconcealed express·ion in the 
writings of Fr.anz Joserf Strauss an1d the programmatic statements 
of the Bonn coalition parties, in the ''Action Program of the 
CDU/CSU'', (the so-called ''Berl·in Program'') and in ''SocJal 
Democrat1ic Pers1pectives· in the Transition to the 1970s''. Both these 
''models'' presu1ppose the perp·etuation of state1-monopoly rule and 
the aggressive so,le representati·on pretensi.on against the GDR. 
The reaction.cry soci·o-po.l:itical function of imperialist and right-
wi ng Socia I Democratic ''futurology'' is d·i rected at the pre·servation 
and consoli·d·ation of the ·c1ap·italist system of exploitation and the 
subjection of the working 1peop·le to the imperialist interests of 
rev,anchism and profit1eering. 
Althoug 1h some writings of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois 
futurologists also c~ntain a few critical remarks on certain pheno-
mena of st1ate-monopoly capitalism, there ,is, as a rule, no princip-
led criti·cism of the fun1damentals ·of that society or the ·capitafist 
relations of ·power and production. Notwithstanding some 
remarkable partial fiindings they ·are unable to provide answers to 
the burning problems of our time ·Or to devise any sci 1entifically-
b·as.ed perspecti·ves of the fiuture. Such an answer can be given 
only by Marxist-Leninists., also in West Germ.any. 
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The Criteria of Socialism 
Our theoretical know·ledge and our policy are based on the 
tea·c·hings of Marxism-Lenin.ism, the experiences ·of the CPSU and 
of the other fratern·al partie·s an1d on our own experiences. They are 
based on the practical successes of Socialist construction in al·I 
spheres of social l·ife, on the in·creasing ·influence of the Socialist 
countries an1d on their role in solv1ing outstanding problems of 
i nternationa I politics. 
It is a Marxist tru·ism to say that the Soci1alist socia1I order is 
determine·d by object1ive criteria. These objective standard~ 
include, above all, the power of the working ·class in al,li,ance with 
the other working p,eople, the leading role of the working class, 
Sooi1alist relations of 1production, Socialist democracy, the dev·elop-
ment of Soci·alist ideo1logy an1d culture and a·ll-embra·c·ing coopera-
tion among Socialist countries. We refute the theory, which is being 
presented by modern revisionism in many variations, that there are 
allegedly no objective criteri·a, no uni·versally b 1in·d·ing model of 
Socialism. The effecti·veness of the g.eneral laws of development 
of Social·i·sm depends, however, on the extent to wh1ich the 
revolutionary party of the working class manages, under the 
concrete-historical cond·itions in the respective countries and on 
the basis of the uniform scienti~ic so·cial theory of M·arxism-Lenin-
ism, systematically to u1se and 1apply these laws of develo·pment as 
an overall system. 
The v1ictory of the· Great October Socialist Revolution ushered in 
a turning point in the history of mank·ind. Numero·us n1ations are at 
present successfully constru·cting Socialist society, while realizing, 
day by day and to an ever g·ro·w·ing extent, the i·deals of Socialism. 
In the lig1ht of the worl 1d-h·istoric·al role of Socialism it is under-
standable th1at the i1deologists of imperialism are anxious· to 
d·isparage in the min1ds of the masses the theory and practice of 
scientific Socialism. In th 1is drive, they are b·eing aided, willy-nilly 
by some individuals who like to be called ''modern Marx·ists''. We 
cannot but 1assume that these peo··ple are blind to historical facts 
or scienti~ical1ly :impotent, since these cir·cle1s k,eep denying the 
ex·istence of true Soc,ialism anjd state, as Altmann, editor-in-chief 
of the Belgrade Kommunist d.id in a West German television inter-
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view that Socialism exists today onl·y as a desire, an ideal, as a 
movement or trend. 
Some pseu 1do-Marxists regar1d Sooi·al·ism neither as a s;cientific 
model nor as a living reality but as a utopian ,dre,am of absolute 
perfection, etc·. Petty-bourgeois idealist utop1i!aS are presented as 
an ·absolute yardstick by which the reality of c·a1pital 1ism as well as 
of Socialism are measured. Q 'uestions suc·h as whether the working 
class in 1allian,ce w·ith tihe working people or the imperialist 
bourgeoisie wiel 1ds political power; whether Social1ist or capitalist 
relations of production prevail, pl·ay no role with those people. 
They desp1ise Marxist social theory and transform Soc,ialism into a 
petty-bourgeois, i·dealistic utopia. 
This also goes to expl·ain the disparaging -approach of the 
mo·dern revis1ionists to the revo·lutionary p.oli·cy of the Marxist-
Len1inist parti,es in Socialist countries·. The fact t·hat to Ernst Fischer 
politics means the "distortion of ian ;idea in the name of its inter-
pretation'' (E. Fischer, Kunst und Koexistenz, Hamburg, 1966, 
p. 18), demonstrat,es not ·on,Jy h1is complete adoption of bourgeois 
positions but this thes:is also reflects a profound contempt for the 
working p·eople who in the GDR an·d the ot,her So,cialist countries 
are mastering the enormously compl·icated p,roblems of Soci.alist 
construction. 
It is another rudimentary tenet of Marxism-Lenin1ism that the 
construction of Social.ist society ·c1an be carried out only by means 
of struggle waged in an org.aniz·ed and dis.ciplined manner by 
working people for the solution of economic, sc!ientifi·c-te·chnologi-
cal, cultural and other social problems. For M 1arxist-Leninists there 
exists no contrad·iction between th,e idea of So·ci 1alism and the 
develop·ing revolutionar·y practice. Our Party has always fought 
against the p1etty-bourgeois shying away from the difficulties of 
class struggle. Socialism does not a1dvance !along a smooth road. 
Many an obstacle lies in the way. Their over1com·ing calls for 
courage, initiative and creative th'inking ·an·d acting. 
The mo.dern reviisionists, who slander re1al Socialis.m as being a 
''burea.ucratic'' or ." ·anti-human'' society and confuse true So·cial-
ism with a petty-bourgeois id,eal;istic utopia, have proved them-
selves incapable of t,heoretically analyzing the universally valid 
objectiv·e laws of Socialist oonstructi·on .and providing scientific-
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ally-ba·sed valid answers to the real pr·oblems of Soci1al·ism in the 
present phase of develop1ment. They keep telling us that the i.deal 
of the perfect human being has not yet be1en realized, but the 
concrete-histo~ic·al reality in the So.cial·ist society of the GDR has 
long since convinc·ingly p.roved that within Socialist communitle~ 
active Socialist person 1alities emerge who. fu·lly consc.ious of their 
political resp1onsibility, consciousl.y s·hape Socialist society. They 
provide the historic proof that in the contest between the two 
opposing social systems only Socialism proves its ability to pr1ovid 1e 
the working people with the position whi·ch is theirs as the creators 
of all valiues. 
The Role of the Working Class under Socialism 
Every sc·ientific model of the future must p1rocee·d from the charac-
ter of our epoch. It must be based on tne living and develop,ing 
needs of the work.ing class and the Socialist so·cial system. The 
soci·al patterns of the bourgeois ''futurologists'' and revisionists 
are anc:Vwill remain unscientific, m1ainly because they are comp-
letely ·ignrorant of an·d mistak·en in the h1istory-forming force1s of our 
epoch. N~ot only does the future be,long to the S·ocial·ist form of 
society. it is already now determining th.e present to a great extent. 
Social·is·m is the .de·cisive soc:i1al criterion of progress. in our time 
because, as was already been establis1hed by Frederick Engels, the 
solution of the contradictions in c.ap·italist soci·ety can only consist 
''in the pr1actical recognition of the so·cial nature of the ·m·odern 
forces of p.roduct1ion, an·d therefore in the harmonizing of the 
modes of p1roduction, ap.propriation an1d exchange with the 
socialized character of the means of production. And this can only· 
come about," Engels wrote, ''by society open.ly and directly taking 
possess.ion of the pr,oducti 1ve forces which have outgrown all 
control except that of ·society as a whole. The social c·haracter of 
the me.ans of production and of the prioducts today reacts ag1ainst 
the producers, periodically disr1upts alL production and exchange, 
acts only li·ke a law of nature working blindly, forcibly, destructive·ly. 
But with the taking o·ver by society of the pro·duct1ive forces, the 
soc1ial ch·aracter of the means of production and of the products 
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will be utilized by the producers with a perfect understanding of its 
nature, and instead of being a source of disturbance and peri·od-
,ical collapse, will become the most powerful 'level of production 
itself." (Frederick Engels, Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, in 
. . 
Marx and Engels Selected Works, Progress Publ·ishers, Moscow, 
1968, p. 428) This histori1c transformation can only be the work of 
the working ·class in a-liliance with the other working pe·ople. 
The working class as the class with the closest tie's with the 
modern productive forces, is an1d remains the ,d·ecisive socia,I force 
in creating the 1developed system of Socialism. The working class, 
politically united ·in the Party and through the Party, was the 
bearer of the anti-fascist democratic transformation and of Socia-
list construction. It ga·ve rise to those acti·vists of the first hour who 
by sacrificial and purposeful work cleared away the debris in our 
towns and enterprises, .as well as the debris in the minds of our 
people. It took ove·r the m1an1agement of the ·nat1ional economy and 
state power. Fighting against an experienced and stubborn class 
enemy and despite all arrogant sceptics 1an!d narrow-minded 
doubters, the working class of the GDR h,as prove,d its ability to 
carry out a Socialist revolution in all spheres of society. It has been 
able to accomplish these h·istoric feats, to which the 20th ann·i-
versary of the GDR testifies, because it has become effective as 
a working, ruling and learn1ing class and is guided by a consistent 
and purposeful party which ·applies Marxist-Leninist theory in a 
creative way and in accordance with the new conditions. 
Any progress in the consolidation and further development of 
the Socialist mode of production is connected with a ch 1ange in 
the tasks an1d structure of the W·orking cl·ass. But it remains that 
class which, by its actions, is the determ1ining factor, above all, 
in the Socialist enterprises, i.e., in the centre of the Socialist mode 
of production. It exercises the function of the Soc1ialist owner and 
guarantees the continuous fu·rther development and the protec-
tion of Soci·alist society. The W 1orking class ·is the main social force 
which, under th·e leadership of the Party and on the basis of 
Marxism-Leninism, shapes the developmental proce,sses of Socia-
·list society in its totality in a planned 1and c·onscious manner by 
taking ·a direct ·and decisive part in planning and m·anaging pro-
duction, the state and society as a whole. 
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Among the structural ·change,s within the working class there is, 
above all, the fact that a change in the character of fia.bour involves 
a rapprochement between physical and mental labour with a 
furth·er increase in the sh1are of mental labo1ur, and that large 
sections of the working class iacquire higher skil1ls. 
The str1iving for higher qualific·ation applies particularly to 
working women. In the report of the Political Bureau, Comrade 
Honecker cr.iticized th,e man{agement 1of the Walter Ulbricht Leun1a 
Works for n1ot paying suffic·ient 1attention to the preparation of 
skilled workers for hig1her edu·cation. v .et how great the demand 
for qualification is among men and women ·workers of the Leuna 
Works is shown by the f1ol"lowing example: At the cronference of 
Socia·list teams, Hans Wagner, skilled worker in the N.ationally-
Owned Walter Ulbricht Leuna Works repo.rte·d on how qualifi-
cation is st,eadily increasing 1in his team which is mainly composed 
of women. He said: ''It was very difficult to persu:ade the first 
woman worker to take part in a skilled worker's course, but after 
this girl had passed th,e skillerd-worker's examinat1ion it became 
easier with the other women. Thus in our small team of 14 workers, 
five women ·and three men have, ·in the course of the past three 
years, obtained a skilled chemi·cal worker's certificate from our 
enterprise academy. Th1is qua1lification g 1a·ve us another b·oost. 
Thus, a number of workers came to the fore with inn.ovations since 
they had, as a result of the·ir highe1r skill, become better acquain-
ted with what goes on ·in our enterprise 1an1d .the correlations of 
their work. In 1968 al,one our little team subm:itted 16 innovation 
proposals and two inno·vators' agreements yielding a pre·liminary 
gain of 63,000 m·arks. One of thes·e women who receive1d the ski.lied 
worke1r's certificate h:as now begun to study at an engineering 
college, although she has to look after a househo,ld and three 
} children. This case clearily 1dem1onstrate.d the generous assistance 
ren 1dered to w,orking women by our workers' and farmers.' state. 
The 1prototype .of a younger worker of the 1970s will be as, Com-
rade Walter Ulbricht stated at the 9th Plenum of the Central Com-
mittee, a work·er who h·as completed a ten-class p1olytechnical 
secondary school, then un,dergoes further training at work and 
gathers practical 1experienc·es from taking part in mianaging pro-
1 cesses. 
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At the conference of teams of Socialist labour, young Socialist 
Peter Skernewitz, member of the Werner Seelenbinder youth team 
at the Nationally-Owned C1arl Zeiss Works, described ho·w the 
new type of younger worker has emerged in his team. He said: 
''In our Free German Youth group we had a discussion on the 
attitude we take to indiviidual development and which personal 
demands we must m1ake upon ourselves to enable us to fulfil the 
future tasks which arise from the long-term plan of our enterprise. 
There we ·were able to establish the fact that we h1ad comp,lete.d 
ten years of schooling and have become skille1d workers, but that 
t1hat is not en,ough. We must therefore go on le1arning. At present 
five y_oung workers in our team are taking eng·ineering courses by 
direct, extension or e1vening study. All the other me·mbers of our 
team are acq.uiring special skills." 
In the course of Socialist construction the number of members 
of the working class with a scientific or techn 1ical qualificat:ion is 
constantly increasing. The Socialist intelligentsia is to an ever 
growing extent composed of workers who have graduated from 
universities and colleges, without, needless to say, losing their 
membership in the work~ing class because of their diploma·s, al-
though stat,isti.cs c1annot express this fact yet. The n·umber of col-
lege graduates :in the Socialist in1dustry of the GDR ro'se between 
1962 and 1968 by 53.7 per cent. In the same period the number of 
semi-·skilled workers ·declined by 5.1 per cent and that of unskilled 
labourers by as much as 18.3 per cent. Sociological investigations 
show that automation in Socialist production goes han.d in hand 
with a remarkable ·increase of highly-skilled workers. In the indus-
tries covered by the 1investigation the ratio between highly-sk.illed 
and semi-skilled workers changed from 1: 3 prior to the automation 
to 1: 0.5 ·after its comp·letion. Already these figures demonstrate 
that the working class is increasing·ly acquiring the ability to master 
the Socialist as will as the scie'ntific-te.chnological .revolution as 
a unity. 
T·hus the w·orking class acts in all fields ;of the n1ati,onal ·economy 
as a physi·cally and menta·lly productive class; its sharie in mental 
work is steadily increas·ing and the Socialist intell.igentsia increas-
ingly comes from its ranks as well as from the class of cooperative 
farmers. S1im1ultane·ously the·re is a deepening of comra1dely co-
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ooperation between the working class ·and the initelligentsia as 
a whole. There is even a further moving closer together and, we 
may say, e!ven an amal,gamation of the intelligentsia with the work-
ing class, p1articul.arly in the enterprises 1an,d So1cialist agriculture, 
but also in connection with the third reform of higher education, 
at universities and colleges. As bearer of the Socialist relations 
of production and power, the work1ing class exencises a decisive 
influence on the development of science and technology, art and 
literature. It creates both the -objective and subjective conditions 
for the full development of Socialist humanism. 
The practice of Socialist development in the GDR refutes the 
theories of bourgeois futurologists and modern revisionists, that 
under .conditions of the scientifi1c-technological revolution the 
working class was not c,apable of managing society and must 
concede the lea.ding role to the intelligentsia. This 1is the con-
clusion drawn, e.g., by the authors of the West German book 
Der Mensch in der industriellen Gesellschaft (Man in Industrial 
Society) where we read that it is the ''m,anagers, technicians and 
experts who .must take over the leadership in a technical socieity." 
(C. Keerf J. T. Dunlop1p/F. H. Harbison/C. A. ·Myers. Frankfurt-on-
Main, 1966, PP'· 39-40). T,hey continue: ''The in·d·ustri1al worker does 
not represent a decisive force." (Ibid. upp. 62-63). This theory 
obviously serves as a justification for the preservation of the histori-
cally outdateid p:ower of the monopolies 1in West Germany and for 
the refus,al to grant the West German working class ,a say in 
running the enterprises. It just only ''forgets'' that un,der Soci'alism 
it is not the monopolies and their managers who wield power but 
the working class ·and that the w·orks managers and general 
manag,ers, technici·ans and experts of the nat1ionally-·owned enter-
prises are part of the working class and act on its behalf. 
The Rise of the New Man 
The shaping of So1cialist soci·ety demands advancing innoviations, 
creative and critical thinking, and also 1the moral strength and 
rea.din,ess based on a sense of responsibility for society as a whole 
perseveringly and courageously to work for h·igher :effectiveness in 
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science, technology ·and pro·du1ction against all forms of conser-
vatism an 1d without fear of risk. In this process new and higher 
demands are not only ·mad·e on Socialist management and poli-
tical-ideological work but als·o on the responsibility of the people 
to themselves and their ability to educate themselves. 
Comrade Ulbricht said 1in his speech for International Women's 
Day: ''Our 'present period of the devel 1oped soc.ial system of 
Socialism is the period of a large pr1ocess of educating p·eople and 
of their self-educ1ation so that they consi1der the laws of Soci,alist 
morality as b1inding for them an1d act accordingly. Thus a new 
type of human personality is developed under a S·oci1al.ist society." 
(Walter Ulbricht, Speech at the re,ception on the occasion of lnter-
natiori.al Women's Day on 7 M.arch 1969, Neues Deutschland, 
8· March 1969) 
This new type of Socialist personality is today devel1op1ing in all 
classes· and strata of our people. Its development is to a growing 
extent determined by the joint and creative solution of the g1reat 
proble,ms of our present and future development. Such essential 
problems are above all the mastering of the s1cientific-technolo-
gical revolution, a perm.anent ·learning and qualification, the 
growing responsibility as Socialist producers and owners and the 
all-out implementati1on of th·e principle of working, learning and 
li·ving in a Socialist way. 
Our society cannot take the responsibility from the in,dividual 
to tackle the problems of life on his own in1itiative and respon-
sibility. The necessary perm1anent and daily creative 1conf.rontation 
of man with the ever-new an·d h·igher demands of the struggle for 
top performances in the economy, science and technology makes 
I 
it indispensable that ev·erybody de·velops his own clear p·olitical 
and moral stan.dp·oint and a firm So1cialist convi1ction and that he 
acts accordingly. Just in the process of tackling the new tasks, 
when the individual is c·onfronte1d with them, when he does not 
eva,de them, does his chara1cter prove its value, and the Socialist 
person:ality is formed and 1confirmed. 
In the p·rocess of the solution of the social and indiv1idual pro-
blems the ne·w and future qualities of a Socialist personality are 
develop1ed and teste·d, such as a firm Socialist class standpoint, 
a deep understanding of social connections, a sense of responsi-
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bility for soiciety as a whole, an all-round education, ,a high know-
ledge and ability, a socialist team-spirit, organization and d 1isci-
pline, intellectual we1alth and many-sided interests. 
The ten commandments of Socialist morality have proved their 
great creative forjce in developing a new Socialist man and his 
Socialist 1c'ommunity - relations. Since the Fifth Congress of the 
Socialist Unity P1arty of Germany where the ten commandments 
were put forwand they have to a growing meiasure become an 
essential basis and yardstick of moral development in the Soci1alist 
workers' ·collecti·ves, in political life, in the eduicati·on of the younger 
generation, 'in family relations and in the sel·f-education of a So-
cia'list personality. This also mak1es clear ho·w nonsensical and 
mendacious th1e claims of im.perialist an,d revisi 1onist ideologists 
were that the So1cialist moral commandments were arbitrarily and 
administrativ·ely imposed on people in the GDR to suppress their 
individuality. In fact the ten commandments of Socialist mor,ality 
are an expression ·of the harmony of social, colle·ctive ·and personal 
interests with th·e economic and pol,itical foundations of So1cialism. 
They aim at ·overcoming the remnants of b1ourgeois inidividualism, 
backward moral conce.pts and h1abiit.s and at shaping the mora.f 
profile of a free and universally developed Social 1ist personality 
in society. The future-determining signifi,c1ance and effectiv·eness 
, 
of the principles of S,ocialist morial1ity at the same -time can be seen 
from their ever-growing influence on the strengthening of the 
Socialist community of people in our Republic and from the fact 
that they help the working people tio m:ake responsible, i ndepen-
dent and free moral d.ecisi·ons, to w·ork with al.I the1ir strength for 
our So1cialist fatherland and help to implement their personal' 
strivings for a meaningful l·ife in the commun!ity. 
The de,velopment of the new Socialist m1an 1and his Socialist 
community relations in the GDR hav,e to a gro,wing extent bec·ome 
the subject of sociologi1oal, philosoph1i1aal and scientific literary· 
works. While most of th·e publications fairly we·ll show the compli-
cated and m·any-sided devel·opment process 1of Socialist persona Ii-· 
ties and community re:lations ·in our society, there are also .tenden-
cies in some of them of an abstract and one-sid·e,d approach. But 
just 1in this field of S'Ocia·I science research in the close c·onne1ction 
with life, the un1ity of th·eory and p·ractice, indispensable, in order 
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-to make visible the diale1ctics of the struggle for a new So1cialist 
morality and for a new relation between personality and society 
.as well as to contribute to the solution of all contradictions arising. 
The productive reciprocity of personality and collective is no 
static state w·ithout 1conflicts and it does not develop spontan-
eously. The pro.ductive ·and ·person1ality-f.orming force of the collec-
tive only b·ecomes fully effective where this joint feeling of commu-
nity is deliberately aimed at, where ·an open, critical, 1comradely 
and trustful atm1osp.here prevails and where in a creative exchange 
of opini·ons 1and joint frank discussi 1ons the best-possible solution 
.of the tasks and p~oblems of the col1lective an1d each .individual is 
worked for. This 1is all the m·ore necessary as so·ciological investi-
gati1ons a·lso show that an ever m·ore importiant motive for the 
participation of the working people in Socialist .community work 
is their personal expectation of establ·ishing close comradely and 
trustful relations and contacts in a c1o·llective. 
The deve·lopment of a Soicialist collective is, as was decl·ared by 
t ,he t1eam leader in the Berlin Grin,ding Machinery Comb1ine, Man-
fred Dux, ''a reflect.ion of th.e strongly developing Socialist demo1c-
. racy, an expression ·of the ·working pe·ople's exercise of power in 
our state ·and their double functions as producers and owners. It is 
obov·e all a process of chan·ging, of the all-round development of 
man. N 1obody shoul1d believe that there were no conflicts or dis-
putes in the struggle for the honoriary title ''Soci 1alist Labour Team''. 
;But these disputes were very useful. We 1011 have benefited from 
them. We have, above all, become clear abo1ut the ''Why'' and 
''What for'' of our wo1rk. Therefiore it is now mu1ch easier to answer 
the question ''How''. 
What nonsense there is behind the theories of an alleged con-
·vergence of capitalism and Socia·lism and what a deep contra-
diction there exists between the ways of working and living of the 
working people under Social·ist and capitalist relations of produc-
tion becomes clear when one compares the words of team leader 
Manfred Dux which show the pride and self-1c1onsciousn·ess of a 
s·ocialist owner, with a report of the West German writer H. Gunter 
Wallraff on h.is impressions in a cap:italist trust enterprise. "They 
all work side by side but not together on the production line. One 
·speaks of 'team work' and 'cooperation', but this can only be seen 
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in such a way that one group of workers controls the work of 
another group and th1at the controlling g,roup is then again 
,checked by another iinspecting gr1oup ·above them. They only know 
the first names of each other and sometimes even not them ... 
Just as impersonal and ,anonymous as contact on the job is, just 
as poor will inevitably be their conta1ct during leisure time." 
(H. Gunter Wallraff, Wir brauchen Dich. As a w·orker in German 
industrlal enterprises. Aufbau-Ver.J.ag, Berlin und Weimar, 1968, 
page 20) 
Reality of our life proves that collectivity determined by a Socia .. 
list team spirit does ·not, as bourgeois ideologists claim, destroy 
the individuality of the person. In \our Soci1alist community of 
people individu,al and society, personality and colle1ctive do not 
C·ontradict each other, they have a mutual responsib·ility towards 
and fo,r each other. 
Mrs. Lenk, a civil engineer in the Home Construction Combine 
in Berlin reported at a 1conferen,ce of Socialist work teams how 
So.c·iali·st team work develope,d in her enterprise while introducing 
the Berlin techniique ·in bu1ilding ten-storey buildings: ''We imme-
diately discusse,d new forms of team work with our cooperation 
partners, we ·made the friendly dispute our permanent ~nstrument 
of action, thus essenti·al changes were maide in the bui1lding pro-
gram and labour-·consuming pro·cesses were replarced by new 
construction methods and procedures. W.e founded a Socialist 
work team to imp·lement the new technology and each week we 
analyzed the level of work performed, thus securing a quick 
continuatiion of building w·ork. The most striking thing is that this 
working group meets on the building site with buil,ding workers, 
architects and the team of the research and development depart-
ment ·actively participating. 
''This is, however, at the same time, if one may s1ay so, a high 
school of the development of cons1ciousness for building workers 
and engineers. This process was of course not easy going. In 
discussions one could hear many a drastic word, as the language 
on a building site is 1p1articul·arly h1ard, very frank and cordial. And 
many of us were 1oonvince:d th,at the planned change was impos-
sible. New diffi1culties were always pointed to, but new answers 
were always found on how to ove1rcome the difficulties. Within this 
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big joint work all pe.ople grow politically in their pr·actioal work 
and their consciousness has also developed considerab·ly. The 
untiring efforts to convin1ce people by the p,arty and the trade 
uni1ons played an important part in this p1rocess of changing the 
way of thinking." 
At the same time higher demands arising from the struggle for 
top performances in the economy, science and technology are 
bec·oming obvious in all fields. Engineer Martin Nagel of the 
Mamai team in the Electro-Chemical C1ombine in Bitterfeld said 
in this 1connection: ''Today the saying 'to work in a Socialist way' 
has a new essenti·al importance, that is to work according to the 
yar1dsticks of world standar1ds. to meet the dem.ands 1of the scien-
tifi1c-technological revolution ,and to master the problems of c·om-
plex Socialist r·ationalization and ·aut1omation of whole production 
units. Only in this way can we develop further Soci1alist community 
work as the most important form of soci·al work and use all its 
adv,antages for the all-r1ound strengthening of the Rep·ubli1c and 
for the devel1opment of Soci,a·list personalities." 
Ill. Pacemakers of Intellectual Life 
The shaping of the devel.oped so·ci·al system of Socialism and the 
scientific-technological revoluti 1on are making extremely high and 
completely new demands on the ability and person,al responsibility 
of every individual. It is ever more necessary to have knowledge 
on economic and so1cial 1correl1ations. on world standards and 
technology. on costs and the effectiveness of social w·ork. 
The consciousness of the So1cialist pr·oduicer of being the owner 
of the means of production is increasingly gaining in importance. 
It is important now to direct indiividual orientation and personal 
responsibility to the fact that everybody sees his own performance 
and that of the whole c1olle,ctive f~om the s.oci,al point of view and 
measure of what increase in the factory's gains finally in the 
national income can be achieved. The mor·al responsibi·lity of the 
Socialist producer ·is increasing. Colle,ctives of pa1cem·akers are 
discussing the question · 1of what new forms of initiative and of 
creative work must be developed. . 
The above-mentioned engineer Nagel from the Electro-Chemical 
Combine in Bitterfeld said at the conferenice of So·cialist teams: 
"Elementary knowledge ~o longer suffices f,or us aluminium wor-
kers for mastering the tasks of the future. In addition to the better 
understanding of th·e knowledge acquired, today's qualific·ation 
programs have to be e_xtended to an even more c·omprehensive 
acquis·ition of the worl·d outlook of the working class, to the correct 
appl1ication of the economic system of SociaJism an,d the 1.atest 
fin·dings of scien·ce and techn1ology. This is in our opinion the 
prerequisite for the fact that the scientific-technol1ogical position 
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bec1omes a matter for a.II V\(orking people and not only for engineers 
and technicians and a few innovators." 
Many collectives of pacemakers are de·liber1ately and systemati-
cally C·ombining their struggle f,or a higher stage of Socialist team 
work with the all-round de,velopment of personality of the collec-
tive's members and with the further strengthening of their Socialist 
community relations. Pro1ceed·ing from the long-term demands in 
their field, long-range plans for qualification anid training are 
worked out whi·ch cover such problems ,as the all-round qualifi-
cation and training, the development of Soci1alist consciousness 
and behaviour of the people as well as their mutual relati·ons. In 
the develope'd Soc·ialist so1ciety it is a constantly growing task and 
at the same time an essential criterion of the political and m1oral 
level of the So,c·ialist c,ollectives how they make use of these per-
s!onality-shaping resources of Socialist community. 
The growing mastery 1of production and social processes in the 
Soci·alist pacemakers collectives, a·bove 1all, leads to complex aims 
in the po·litic,al and econ1omic and intellectual and cultural fields 
as well as in the fields of physic1al culture, sports and national 
defense. The number of Soc·ialist collectives which work according 
to plans for culture and education is 1constantly gr1owing. It has 
increas'ingly become ,a habit that the cultural and educational 
plans are defende,d along with Socialist emul·ation commitments 
in team · meetings and that upon the aw.arding of the titl~ 1of 
''Socialist Labour Teiam'' not only the e1conomic results but also 
the pledges in the C'Ultural an·d training plans are considered. 
The meetings between young p1acemakers, between Socialist 
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labour teams on the one hand and artists and scientists on the 
other clearly show the new Socialist relation to the development 
of culture. They also ,confirm the assessment of the party th,at the 
workin·g cl1ass in the German Democratic Republic is changing in 
the process of the scientific-technological revolution, that it is 
undergoing a hig.her st1age of 1development. As the immediate 
representative of social, scientific and econ 1omic progress the 
working doss to a growing extent also be.comes the pacemaker in 
the development ·and shaping of Socialist culture. 
The basic tendency of the development of 1our social system 
which objectively and logically 1conditions and causes a rapid 
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inc.rease in the imp,ortance of intellectual and cultural life c1an be 
, / 
seen in the further sociatization of the produ1ctive forces and 
human lab1our. At present a comprehensive process of concen-
/ 
tration is carried throug·h in our S·ocia1list in1dustry un·der the 
leadership of the Party. This is above all a social pro1cess which is 
carified out by the working people thems·e·lves and which is in their 
own interest. By this concentration of socia·I forces and poten-
tialities new yardstilc·ks for the intellectual profile and social activi-
ties of the Socialist owners an1d producers are set. 
The best c1onditions are created in the enterprises of the large 
industri·al combines so that the highly-qualified skilled worker and 
engineer mastering ond developing modern technology and or-
ganizaUon can develop, they are people who by their high political 
sense of resp,onsibility an1d by their creative work contribute to the 
all-round strengthening ,of the GDR. The foundation of combines 
is connected with a great qu1al·ification 1and training process. There 
are alreiady many examp·les of how the process of concentration 
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has had a favourable effe,ct on the triaining efforts and the increase 
in the educational level of the w1orki.ng people. For instance. on 
the initiative of the party organization of the 8. Mai 1945 Freital 
mill of the quality and refined steel C1ombine a theoretical centre 
was founded with the support of the Dresden county party execu-
tive and in close F·ooperation with the professional pedagogi 1cs 
section of the Dresden Technical University. The centre is com-
prehensively used by the enterprise staff in order to inform them-
sel1ves qu1ickly on the latest technol·og1ical. technical, scientifi·c and 
economic fin.dings in their field. thus increasing their level of 
educ1ati1on. In this way the demand of the Ninth Session of the 
Central Committee for further training facilities for ·workers on a 
high level is put into practice and closely conn·ected with the ideo-
logical education and training of the working pe1ople. New 
meth.ods 1of tra!ining are introiduced. such as the use c;>f factory 
manuals, further traini ·ng in economic :cabinets or th·e holding of 
quality exhibitions. Based on the most develop·ed - technology, 
organization and- modern work facilities the cultural life of the 
working people is receiving a new impetus· in the industrial com-
bines. 
I I 
Intellectual life in the Countryside 
Also in the countrysi1de ·life is becoming more interesting and 
comprehensive. While implementing the decisions of the Seventh 
Party Congress and the Tenth German Farmers' Congress under 
the leadership of the party organizations the members of the 
agricultural production cooperatives (LPGs) and the workers of 
the nation1ally-owned farms (VEGs) as well as the workers and staff 
of the food processing industry are experiencing the fact that the 
struggle for scientific and technological top standards makes ever-
growing demands on the shaping of social life, on training, culture, 
as well as on artistic and sports activities. More and more coopera-
tive farmers and agricultural workers on the nation·ally-owned 
farms, by working together in cooperation communities, are creat-
ing further objective prerequisites for an interesting intellectual 
and cultural life. By this a truly Soci·alist community life is being 
developed. The isolation typical of the former village is in,creasingly 
becoming a thing of the past. 
The cultural backwa.rdness of the village came to an end in 
the proces·s :of the tr1ansition to co,o.perative farming. T·he Social;ist 
S'chool has in parti1cular contributed to this, a school that imparts 
the same knowledge to chil1dr1en and young people in the villages 
as in the towns and cities. It is the case tod1ay that the overwhelm-
ing majority of young people taking up an agricultural training 
have completed eight or ten classes of the polytechnical secon-
dary school. Thus the pericentage of working people with a solid 
general education is growing, an education which also in1cludes 
a higher artistic and aesthetic knowledge than ever before im-
parted in country schools. In the intelfe.ctual and ·cultural life of 
the villag·ers te1levision is in particular playing ,a prominent role in 
the scientific and general cultural training and education of the 
working people. Reading and studying are developed in close 
connection with an increase in general education and qualifi-
cati1on in special subjects. 
lnvestig1ations by our in.stitutions distributing literature show 
that already today there is no difference in quality in the develop-
ment of an interest in l·iterature between countryside an·d town. 
An expression of the growing cultural level and the Socialist com-
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munity relations is an in,crease in joint cultural experiences. In 
most of the cooperation ·communities highlights in socia·I life are 
c1onnected with cultural events. Many communities and work teams 
regularly organize joint excursions to beautiful parts of the country, 
to speci·al sights, memorials and cultural monuments. And not 
seldom our cooperat1ive farmers make trips abroad. 
In many districts and counties one can observe an increase in 
theatre and concert visits among rural people. However, we h1ave 
to say that at present the cultural demands of the farmers are 
growing faster than the possibility of satisfying them in their own 
vi I lages. 
A growing number of cooperative farmers are making use of the 
experiences they gathered in the joint work of their cooperatives 
in cooperation communities in the economi·c field for closer 
cooperation within the ·Coo·peration communities with regard to 
education, culture, sp1orts, etc. Let us tak·e, for example, the LPGs 
of the cooperative, among them 46 women, are qualifying them-
selves ab1ove all in the field of technology in the LPGs of this 
cooperation ·Community. There are seven folk art groups which are 
at pres1ent preparing a festi've program marking the 20th anni-
versary of the GDR. Within this cooperation community folk art 
competitions are held and in summer this year there will be a large 
cultural and sports festival at which the best artists and sports 
enthusiasts from the LPGs and villages will be crowned. Until then 
new sections for field and track events, women's gymnasti.cs and 
chess will have been founded. In the nation-wide competition ''For 
the beautification of our towns and villages - join in I'' last year 
values worth more than 1.6 million marks were cre·ated. 
The collaboration of LPGs in cooperation communities also 
leads to a closer cooperation between the individual villages. 
There are much greater possibilities for education and cultural 
works, including a concentrated and purposeful use of material 
and financial resources. What is not alw,ays possible in a single 
village or in one cooperative ·alone with respe.ct to the personal 
and material prerequisites can be realized in the cooperation 
,community. For example, in the ·Cooper1ation community at Dede-
low in the district of Prenzlau the cooperativ·e farmers and agri-
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cultura1I w·orkers together with the local people's ·counc.ils of the 
villages founded a coo1p·eration academy. a joint cultural council, 
a cooperation library, kindergartens and other 'Cultural facilities. 
Joint cultu1ral groups came into being as well. Cultural and sports 
events are organized jointly. 
The ·Cooperation among villages is also reaching increasing 
clarity about the future focal points of residential are·as. The 
development of cooperation between the LPG, the agreement on 
re~i·denti1al centres and the cooperation of the villages in village 
associations will be of great importance for the future shap·ing 
of the working and living conditions of cooperative farmers, agri-
cultural workers on the nationally-owned farms and for m1any other 
working people in the vi I lages. 
The experiences of Dedelow, Plate, Berlstedt and other coopera-
tion communities show how the party organizations in the LPGs 
concerned and VEGs with the support of the district executives 
and a strong party g 1roup are not only exercising an active in-
fluence on the d·evelopment of production an1d l1ab·our prod·uctivity 
but also on the shaping of intellectual an·d cultural life. Thus, 
education, intellectual. ,cultural and sports life also in the country-
side play an essential part in the development of a Socialist 
community. T:hey contribute to the further approac·h of town and 
countryside and have not least an effe1ct on the increase in yields, 
the reduction of costs and on a hiigher ac·CU·mulation which is of 
essential significance for the further development of the coopera-
tives. 
Science and Education 
The far-reaching pro1cesses C1onnected with the scientiific-techno-
logical revo·lution have an extraord·inary and constantly growing 
influen1ce on intellectual life in the GDR and on the development 
of each individual. S·cience is 1d,eveloping with an accelerated pace , 
in our present time. Soci·alism cuts down all obstacles for s·cience, 
opens up all driving forces of creative thinking and promotes their 
full development. 
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It is no exaggeration when I state that by the measures taken by 
our Party to develop a Socialist organization of science, such as 
the construction of centres for comprehensive research, the concen-
tration of research in the social science, the implementation of 
the third reform of higher education, the academy reform etc., a 
basically new quality of th,e relati·ons of science to society is tak,ing 
sha,pe which corresponds to the social system of Socialism. A 
transition to a higher stage of social concentration and planning 
of s:cientific labour processes is going on which requires the 
development of new relations between the people and new ways 
of thinking and behaviour. 
Scientifi'C ·and intellectual work is increasingly determining the 
acti"vities of the Socialist producer. This can in particular be seen 
in the 1changes in the relation of manual and intellectual work as 
well as in the char1acter of the inte·llectual work which are due to 
the ap·plication of electronic data processing. 
The mechanical processing of information wiill become the daily 
and interesting work of thousands of people in the years to come. 
For the comprehensive applic1ation of data processing will become 
one of the main characteristics of the future structure of the GDR's 
economy as Comrade Walter Ulbricht und·erlined at the Seventh 
Party Congress. 
Data processing and its further development .into information 
processing organiz·ation and machinery systems makes up an 
essential part of complex Socialist automation. The application 
of this highly-productive technology not only enta:ils an organiza-
tional and structur,al change in the mode of operation but also 
changes the content of work in the widest sense. 
With the in.creased application of data processing technology 
not only manual functions are being changed within the frame-
work of complex Socialist aut1omation but also intellectual work 
is to ·a growing extent automated. Thus, for example, is the auto-
mation of th,e processes preparing production of particular im-
4 
portance under the conditions of the scientific-technological revo-
lution. This requires the automation of l1arge ·parts of the intellec-
tual work of research and development workers, designers and 
technologists, who thereby have greater pos1sibilities to increase 
the share of ·creative work. 
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The preparation and intro.duction of methods for the automation 
of intellectual work demand a comprehensive analytical penetra-
tion of these processes by man. He has to shape these processes. 
formulate th,e method1s for the solution of the tasks given and put 
them into the machine. This undoubtedly requires a higher quality 
of intellectual work. a profound thinking-over of all correlations 
and thus the de·ve·lopment of dialectical system thinking. 
Through the Ii be ration from physical and i ntel lectua I routine 
jobs which is made possible step by step according to our econo-
mic possibilities each indi·vidual is able t10 concentrate fully on 
' 
c_reative work. A prerequisite for this is, however, the permanent 
enrichment of the knowledg·e of all working people. which de-
m·ands a new quality in train·ing ,an·d furth1er qualifi,c·ation. The 
more science be·comes an immediate productive forc,e under pre-
sent conditions of the scientific-te·chn·ological revolution, the more 
does its productive use, th,e degree of effectiveness of its applica-
tion. depend essentially on the constant and systematic raiising 
of the qualifications of the working people. The nee·d for greater 
knowledge is not o·nly restricted t10 a special qualification in one's 
subject. With the more comprehensive penetration of scientific 
problems the interest in all sph,eres of so.cial life is growing. 
This periception has had a great-impact on the c,onsciousness of 
the working people. The .comprehensive public discus,s:ion of edu-
cation1al problems in conne,ction with the further development of 
our educational system and the third high~r education reform 
shows that th:ere is a great deman1d for a 1c,onstantly ris1ing qualifi-
cation among working peopJ,e. One c!an almost speak of a thirst 
for knowledge. in particular among those working pe·ople who are 
directly ·confronted with the latest requirements of the scientific-
technological revolution in their work. Very often, however, further 
, 
education is generally recognized but in fact it is only understood 
as a unique and time-limited task or as a burden which is no 
longer necessary for one's own d,evelopment. It is, ho1wever, 
becoming m1ore and . more obViious that further edu·cation is an 
objectively necessary part of professiona,I development 1as a whole 
and that systematic learning is a constant task without the ful-
filling of which nobody . can permanently achieve the highest-
possible results in his professional development. 
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The shaping of So·cialist society and the mastering of the scien-
tific-technological riev.olution and the high tempo of this develop-
ment demand 1in particular from university and college cadres, that 
they renew, extend and deepen their knowledge at regular inter-
vals. For all these cadres further education will be a task on the 
same level as d.irect study. Analogously, this 1also holids true f?r 
the relation of g1eneral vo·cational training to constant further 
voc1ational training by all working people. 
It is an i·mp·ortant task for all party organizations to develop the 
correct attitude to these questions among the working people and 
to encourage their will to solve this task. Even more effective 
material and mor1al stimuli must be applied th·an previously. The 
integrated Soci,atist system of education in the GDR aims at 
e·ducating So·cialist man as the consciou1s and active designer of 
the developed social system of Socialism, and of the Socialist 
communfty as well as at fostering dll h.is creative abilities and 
talents and at strengthening the political, economi·c and military 
foundations of our S·ocialist state. The deve·lopment of abiliti"es 
for a creat1ive, d.ialectic·al and logical analyti1cal way of thinking 
and th·e corresponding abilities is most importiant for our system 
of educ.ation whereby the importing of general knowledge has to 
go han·d in hand with ideological education and tra,in·ing. An 
adv1antage of our edu·oational system is that it makes possible the 
unity of scientifi,c-technological and social science education 
t 1ogether with a Marxist-Lininist training ·and that this unity is m1ade 
ever bett1e r use of. 
IV. The Significance of Dialectical Materialism 
Our Party and the Socialist state as well as the social organizations 
and mass media must make every effort to promote ond develop 
creative producive thought and scientific consciousness. Today the 
wealth and achievements of science are rapidly penetrating the 
general consciousness. And precisely here lies the great ideolo-
gical task of the Party, which we should not for a moment underes-
timate or forget. The knowledge which is spreading does not even 
in Socialist society spontaneously form Socialist consciousness. It 
only becomes Socialist consciousness firstly in conjunction with the 
scientific world outlook and with the political experience of the 
working class. 
Where is the significance of dialectical and historical materialism, 
the scientific world outlook of Marxism-Leninism, to be found in the 
current period of shaping the developed social system of Socialism? 
In answer to this question I would first of all like to quote the words 
of assembly foreman Kohlmann of the Berlin WBK (Home Construc-
tion Combine) at th 1e building conference held by the Central Com-
mittee and the Council of Ministers. He said: ''A building worker 
is no philosopher. But sometimes I have to think over the question: 
How proud are people really of our Republic? I am one of the 
builders of the city centre of the capital, have been in the building 
trade for ten years, and for six years assembly forman in the Berlin 
WBK. Since 1968 we have been building in the heart of the capital 
- a job to be proud of. We know that what we are building around 
1
• the television tower increases the prestige of our Socialist father-
land in the world, and strengthens our workers' and farmers' state . 
• 
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Our friends are glad about what we are now building. And what I 
am in particular happy about is that the cl.ass enemy is annoyed 
at the way we are building today." 
It seems to me that assembly foreman Kohlmann is indeed a 
philosopher. For he made it clear that a new type of person is 
taking form in the shaping of our Socialist society. Pride in our 
Republic makes visible the responsibility for the whole, for the 
struggle for the completion of Socialism and at the same time the 
changing of the individual, his thirst for knowledge, the expansion 
of his intellectual horizon an his requirements in life. The poking of 
fun at the class enemy shows the inflinching partisanship, the firm 
class standpoint of the worker who unde·rstands that every step in 
strengthening the GDR is at the same time a blow against imperial-
ism. The feeling of the builder of the new demonstrate Socialist 
humanism, the pleasure in work that has been a success, in crea-
tive work and in the beauty and greatness fo our aims. 
Our Marxist-Leninist philosophy not only exists to awaken under-
standing of the fundamental laws of the dialectial development of 
nature, society and thought, but at the same time to give expression 
to productive, creative thought, the moral qualities and the aesthe-
tic feeling of . the people of the development Socialist society and 
to help to implement these in life and in practice. It imparts a 
uniform self-contained world outlook which · is based on the 
experience of struggle of the working class and all other working 
people for peace, democracy and Socialism, on the knowledge of 
modern science and on progressive humanist traditions. Dialectical 
and historical materialism is the only philosophy and theory of 
society in the present day which gives the working people a clear 
scientific orientation on the direction of social development and 
for the shaping of their personal life. 
The modern revisionists are continually directing their attacks 
against this uniformity and cohesion of Marxist-Leninist philosophy. 
ro be sure, they want to pay lip-service to scientific Socialism or to 
certai.n knowledge imparted by historical materialism, but not 
accept Marxist-Leninist philosophy as a whole. They direct their 
attacks at Marxist-Leninist philosophy in order to undermine the 
ideological and theoretical integrity and unity of the Marxist-
Leninist Party and at the same time to open the door to bourgeois 
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philosophy in the l1a 1bour movement and in the S·ocialist 
countries. 
Great attention has always been paid in our Party to the creative 
preservation of Marxist-Leninist philosophy. In this vital intellectual 
field we regard ourselves as the heirs of Marx and Engels, who 
highly assessed the theoretical sense of the German working class 
placed great hopes on it. In this connection I would like at this 
point to recall that the Central Committee of our Party addressed 
a letter to all Party branches in 1958 on the necessity of the 
study of dialectical materialism, which received an extremely broad 
response throughout the whole Party, and that Walter Ulbricht made 
thorough-going explanations on dialectical materialism at that 
time at several forums attended by intellectuals. The victory of 
. Socialist relations of production in the GDR was prepared to a 
considerable extent by the fact the Party in 1957-1958 particularly 
brought ideological work to the fore and formulated the demand 
at the 34th Plenum that ''The study and the application of dialec-
tical materialism is a priority task of further Socialist construction 
and the main link in the development of Socialist consciousness''. 
Even today the grand task of the shaping of the developed social 
system of Socialism can only be successfully solved when our 
philosophy is made more effective in all fields and all spheres of 
Socialist society. It is on this offensive and constructive task that 
the Party is orienting its ideological work. 
Marx, Engels and Lenin were masters in the use of the ''best 
means of work'', the ''sharpest weapon'' of revolutionary theory 
and practice - mat~rialist dialectics. It is in this spirit that our Party 
has put this weapon to use in the class struggle of our epoch; the 
consistent and militant implementation, strengthening and deve-
lopment of what is historically new in the heart of Europe, the 
Socialist GDR as an alternative to the historically obsolete impe-
rialist system in West Germ,an, is proof of this. Our experience 
in the consistent struggle .for the implementation of the laws 
of social development, and the results of two successful revo-
lutions in the course of nearly a quarter of a century have con-
firmed an enriched Marxist dialectics. As has often been the case 
in the history of the class struggle of the revolutionary working-
class movement, it has been shown that the consistent application 
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of Marxist-Leninist dialectics is a fundamental condition for the 
successful strategic and tactical leadership of the working class 
and other working people. 
We have persistenly and continuously fought and are fighting 
against all the new and the newest fashionable theories of idealism 
and for the maintenance of the purity and further development of 
our strongest intellectual weapon, our indispensable philosophical 
protective shield in the intellectual struggle against imperialism. 
In the course of the twenty years of history of our struggle, we have 
been successful in not allowing any obliteration of Marxist-Leninist 
philosophy, no concessions to fashionable bourgeois trends and 
no bowing to imperialist ideology. Nor can we give up this tradition 
under the new conditions of the shaping of the developed social 
system of Socialism, indeed, as some phenomena in the field of 
philosophy show, it is a question of particulary pointing to this tra-
dition of our P1arty. Impressed by the revolution in . science and 
technology and influenced by certain western philosophies such as 
neo-positivism and structuralism, some comrades philosophers and 
other social scie.ntists uncritically adopt certain theses by scholars 
from capitalist countries or regard individual scientific findings as 
they are as ready elements of dialectical materialism. It seems to 
me to be necessary to draw attention to this tendency. 
In his work Materialism and Empirio-Criticism Lenin drew atten-
tion time and time again to the fact that the division of philosophi-
cal systems into materialism and idealism undertaken by Engels 
is the of departure for our philosophy, and that the theory of 
knowledge of dialectical materialism is based on the recognition 
of the external world and its reflection in the heads of people, (]nd 
that idea of causality, of necessity, of laws, etc .• is the reflection of 
the laws of nature and of the real world in the minds of people, 
and that the dialectical approach is the most profound, richest in 
content and most comprehensive theory of development. He wrote, 
for example: ''The fundamental distinction between the materialist 
and the adherent of idealist philosophy consists in the fact that 
the materialist regards sensation, perception, idea and the mind 
of man generally, as an image of objective reality. The world is the 
movement of this objective reality reflected by our conscience. To 
the movement of ideas, perceptions, etc. there corresponds the 
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movement of matter outside me. The concept matter exp.resses 
nothing more than the objective reality which is given us in sensa-
tion. Therefore, to divorce motion from matter is equivalent to divorc-
ing thought from objective reality, or to divorcing my sensations 
from the external world - in a wordJ it is to go over to idealism." 
(V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 267) 
This basis Marxist-Leninist philosophy, however, is abandoned 
when the works of some philosophers raise practice to the central 
category of dialectical materialism in the place of the basic ques-
tion of philosophy and of the philosophical definition of matter, or 
when the recently published book The Current Philosophical Signi-
ficance of 'Capital' by Karl Marx gives first place to a definition of 
Marxist materialism whereby ''the philosophical theory of the rela-
tionship between practice and theory in the process of social life'' 
and only then is reference made to the materialist nature of the 
world, the relationship of the material to the ideal, etc. (See, Die 
philosophische Bedeutung des 'Kapitals' von Karl Marx, VEB Deut-
scher Verlag der Wissenschaften, p. 17). This narrows Marxist philo-
sophy and, in my opinion, amounts to a new interpretation of 
Marxist philosophy in a subject-object dialectic, to the assertion 
that matter receives its designation by virtue of the practical 
activity of man. 
In the past few years the tendency has been making headway of 
reducing dialectical materialism, as the science of the most gene-
ral laws of movement and development of nature, society and of 
thought, to the dialectics of nature, historical materialism and the 
theory of cognition, that is, into partial disciplines, which only deal 
with a particular aspect of dialectical materialism. Some philo-
sophers speak of the necessity of changing the content and struc-
ture of dialectical materialism as the result of the coming into 
being of new sciences. But there is no urgent reason for this. Every 
additional enrichment of the laws categories of dialectical and 
historical materialism through the findings of science and their 
philosophical generalization does not lead to a basically new 
structure of Marxist-Leninist philosophy, which e·mbraces philo-
sophical materialism, the Marxist theory of cognition, dialectics 
and logic and historical materialism. 
In this connection it appears to me to be appropriate to make 
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a number of comments on the relation of cybernetics to Marxist-
Leninist philosophy and social theory. 
The objective requirements of our social development call for a 
new scientific way of thinking. We must make consistent and wider 
use the new methods imparted hy logic, cybernetics, system theory 
operational research and others. The decisions and documents of 
our Party have substantiated the need for developing cybernetics 
and operational research as modern instruments of leadership. It 
was emphasized by Comrade Walter Ulbricht especially at the 
scientific session on the 150th anniversary of the birth of Karl Marx. 
Taking the advice of our Party, our philosophers did remarkable 
work in broadening and expounding the ideas of cybernetics. In 
this process not only were wide sections of the people and leading 
cadres made acquainted with rather difficult perceptions, but also 
the inventions of bourgeois ideolgy the incompatibility of cyberne-
tics and Marxist-Leninist social science and especially with dialec-
tical materialism were refuted. We think very highly of the achieve-
ments of ·our cyberneticists, mathematicians, economists and philo-
sophers in this field. However, the pace of development of cyberne-
tics and the allied branches of organizational sciences still does 
not meet the rising demands of management in economics and 
other spheres of Socialist society. 
The elaboration and interpretation of the utilization of cyber-
netics for the exploration 9f social processes and phenomena 
reveals, I feel, a tendency to oversimplify problems. It is reflected 
in the practice. of conceiving and analyzing society and its part 
systems as cybernetic systems, abstracted - as is the nature of 
cybernetics - from the material, social and class character of the 
systems examined. Such an analysis does not, or does not satis-
factorily, cover the specific quality, the extremely complicated dia-
lectical character of social connections, the particular content of 
social processes and their class character. 
The scientific system conception of society has been worked out 
in the Marxist-Leninist theory of the economic formation of society. 
This theory is the inevitable basis for the analysis of cybernetic 
processes in society. A comprehensive analysis. of the cybernetic 
aspect of the organization and development of society which com-
pletely ignores the term of the economic formation of society, prac-
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tically leads to a depreciation of the guiding .principles and terms 
of Marxist-Leninist social theory. The perceptions of historical mate-
rialism on the nature and role of class struggle as the driving force 
of history, of social revolution, the role of the working class and 
others are neglected when, for example, Comrade Liebscher of the 
Institute of Philosophy of the German Academy of Sciences states 
in an article that right from its beginnings, human society, in all 
its stages of development has been a self-regulating system in the 
cybernetic sense of meaning. He then continues, saying that. 
''Characteristic of this is, among other things, the remarkable 
stability of human society with regard to disturbances from within 
and without, whether in the form of sharp class struggles (distur-. 
bances from within) or in menacing impacts of nature (distur-
bances from without). Also the succession of the different forma-
tions of society is to be interpreted as the respective change in the 
behaviour of a cybernetic system developing to a higher level." 
(H. Liebscher, Kybernetik und gesellschaftliche Prozesse im Sozia-
lismus, Spektrum 1, 1969, p. 7.) Comrade Liebscher examines some 
examples of cybernetic aspects of capitalist and Socialist societies, 
but to me the extract cited above shows quite clearly the limits in 
the applicability of cybernetics to social processes. 
Dialectics as the indispensable theoretical foundation for the 
correct assessment of the extremely complicated interrelations 
between material and ideological relations, between basis and 
superstructure, between society, class and individual, etc., is elimi-
nated if cybernetic methods are schematically app1lied to the analy-
sis of social processes. The dialectical analysis of the living, con-
tradictory processes in society is replaced by a functional scheme, 
and not seldom precisely the specific social, class conditioned 
essence of social processes an1d scientific lea.dership in So·cialist 
society is neglected. 
In order to make headway, to fully evolve the potentials of 
cybernetics on the basis of Marxist-Leninist social theory and 
effectively use them in the solution of the maturing tasks we 
urgently need creative discussions on open problems in the deve-
lopment of cybernetics and other organizational sciences. The 
importance of these young branches of science for guiding Socia-
list society is undisputed. But likewise undisputed is the fact that 
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these sciences can by no means claim to provide the comprehen-
sive theoretical foundation for the scientific guidance of society; 
they deal with important, but not the socially determining aspects 
of socia I processes. 
The findings of cybernetics, system theory, operational reserarch. 
etc., are in absolute harmony with the basic principles of dialec-
tical materialism. But the are not identical with the Marxist-
Leninist world outlook and cannot replace it in its specific task. 
This must be said with all emphasis. No other science can replace 
the scientfic world outlook of the working class in its specific task. 
Marxist-Leninist Philosophy and Modern Science 
The world outlook and method of dialectical materialism fully 
accord with the findings and research methods of modern natural 
science. This confirmation of dialectical materialism by modern 
natural science is no passive or statical relation. The natural 
sciences and dialectical materialism are ·in a dynamic correlation 
and stimulate each other's development. 
When Lenin, after a thorough analysis of the revolution and 
crisis in physics at the beginning of the 20th century, concluded: 
''Modern physics is in travail. It is giving birth to dialectical mate-
rialism. The process of child-birth is painful'' (V. I. Lenin, Collected 
Works, Moscow 1962, vol. 14, p. 313) non-classical physics was just 
appearing in its first outlines. The theory of relativity and quantum 
mechanics could not be subjects of Lenin's analysis. But in his 
philosophical generalization of the scientific material provided in 
the physical works of Bequerel, Pierre and Marie Curie, Planck and 
Rutherford, and in coming to grips with idealism, and agnosticism, 
Lenin established the principle of the inexhaustibility of matter. In 
Materialism and Empirio-Criticism he wrote: ''The 'essence' of 
things, or 'substance', is also relative; it expresses only the degree 
of profundity of man's knowledge of objects; and while yesterday 
the profundity of this knowledge did not go beyond the atom, and 
today does not go beyond the electron and ether, dialectical 
materialism insists on the temporary, relative, approximate charac-
ter of all these milestones in the knowledge of nature gained by 
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the progressing science of man. The electron is as inexhaustible 
as the atom, nature is infinite, but it infinitely exists. And it is this 
sole categorical, this sole unconditional recognition of nature's 
/ existence outside the mind and perception of man that distin-
guishes dialectical materialism from relativist agnosticism and 
idealism." (V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Moscow, 1962, Vol. 14, 
p. 262) 
The development of physics has been convincing proof of Lenin's 
programmatically and philosophically so important thesis of the 
inexhaustibility of m·atter which is intrinsically linked to the material 
unity of the world and the relative but objective character of all 
scientific knowledge on the structure of matter and its attributes. 
This is illustrated by the fact that during Lenin's lifetime only 
three elementary particles, namely, electron (1897), photon (1905) 
and proton (1911) and only a few of the attributes of these (mass, 
/ charge of electricity) had been discovered. At present, about 30 
elementary particles are known, and if one adds the quasi-particles, 
the number comes to about 200. Thus high-energy physics with its 
progress in recent years has been experimentally confirming and 
substantiating the thesis of the inexhaustibility of the attributes 
of material objects, i. e., one of the basic theses of dialectical 
materialism. 
The Leninist thesis of the inexhaustibility of the atom and the 
''elementary particles'' finds special reflection in the law on the 
mutual convertibility of all known micro-objects. The first concep-
tions of this general law of development of microcosmic objects 
developed after the experimental discovery of the positron (by 
Anderson in 1932). The hypothesis of the universal validity of the 
mutual convertibility of ''elementary particles'' was verified anew 
with every experimental discovery of a new particle over a period 
of more than two decades·. The circle of the conversions was closed 
with the experimental establishment of the antiparticle of the pro-
ton in 1955; now it was finally confirmed tha~t there is no group of 
''elementary'' particles which is not convertible into others. 
The universal convertibility of the micro-objects reflects one of 
the most fundamental qualities of matter: its ability to transform 
from one form into another one which has qualitatively different 
attributes. Thus, also in physics the thesis of dialectial materialism 
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that the unity of the world consists in its materiality, has been 
proved anew. 
Modern natural science reveals two characteristic trends. First, 
"' 
the perception of the material unity of the universe is gaining more 
and more ground. This is shown by the evolution of general theo-
ries which put the vqried, formerly isolated observed phenomena 
into the context of general correlations operating according to the 
laws of development. This leads to the elaboration of the basic 
natural laws which have caused those phenomena, as was an 
apparent guideline for the work of Albert Einstein. This trend 
reache·d its hitherto h·ighest level in the general theory of 
relativity. 
The second trend is that science has increasingly penetrated 
from the surface of pheno_mena to their essence and thus has been 
confronted with the contradictory nature of matter, which dialec-
tical materialism had long ago perceived as the most general law 
of motion. 
Comprehensively presenting the concrete corroboration of dia-
lectical materialism by modern science woul"d require a complete 
study of modern natural science and its necessary philosophical 
consequences. Being fully aware of the relativity of our perception 
which contains moments of absolute truth, we can search out the 
fundamental scientific and technological findings which generate 
the further expansion of human knowledge and the control of 
nature by man, which help to shape our conception of the world, 
inspire our hopes, concerns and ·desires, and which carry our 
prognoses into the future. Without claiming to be complete I 
should like to mention here a few examples: 
- the advance of physics to domains below and within the atom 
and to dimensions of cosmic worlds, which opens the way for 
man to control the forces of the atom; 
- chemistry, which has composed synthetic materials. creating a 
reality which is not found in nature; 
- the development of molecular biology and psychology; 
- cybernetics which exposes common structures in living nature, 
society and technology and allows the penetration and control 
of complex connections; 
- space navigation which has enabled man to begin influencing 
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cosmic processes beyond the surface of the earth and which at 
the same time presented to him new outlooks on his home planet. 
This rapid development of n,atural science knowledge h1as great 
social significance as science is in a process of growing into an 
immediate, direct productive force. This necessitates an energetic 
change in the traditional forms of organizing scientific work, and 
-the organic integration of scientific research in the social repro-
duction process. An for this our scientific intelligentsia needs a 
well-defined and clearly-oriented world outlook. The Party recog-
nized this important tendency in the development of modern science 
and the social productive forces in time and on this principled 
basis has consistenly endeavoured to integrate the potentials of 
science and the scientific intelligentsia in Socialist construction. 
A very important event in the dissemination of a scientific world 
outlook among intellectuals at the universities and colleges was a 
discussion Comrade Walter Ulbricht had with scientists, teachers 
and working people in Halle in 1958. His answers made it evident 
that only the philosophy of dialectical materialism is capable of 
solving the philosophical and methodological problems in the 
development of science in GDR. The consistent work of the Party 
has resulted in a firm alliance between Marxist-Leninist philosophy 
and natural science, which has accelerated the process of cogni-
tion and activated the desire and will of scientists to make their 
contributions to the developed social system of Socialism. 
The indivisible connection between modern natural science and 
dialectical materialism requires under Socialist conditions the 
comradely cooperation of natural scientists and Marxist philoso-
phers to utilize the newly opened possibilities for the progress of 
science and dialectical materialism and for the dissemination of 
the scientific world outlook. 
In the past, and even to some extent at present, dialectical 
and materialist ways of thinking have occurred among scientists in 
a spontaneous way, simply out of the scientists' confrontation with 
the objective dialectical processes of nature. This spontaneity no 
longer suffices for a Socialist natural. scientest who is called upon 
to apply the productive force science in the developed Socialist 
system with greater effectiveness. Marxist philosophical thought 
helps him to obtain the consciousness required. It makes him 
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aware of the dialectical character of nature and its perception, and 
enables him to draw the correct ideological and political conclu-
sions, in direct contrast to the abuse of science under imperialism 
which creates a conflict in the conscience of an increasing number 
of -scientists. At the same time the Marxist-Leninist conception of 
the world is a necessary intellectual prerequisite for a universally 
educated Socialist personality who is capable of comprehending 
the unity of the sciences and the world, findig his harmonious 
place in society and living in accord with the interests and objec-
tives of society. 
V. Giving Shape to the New in Life 
' 
Exactly ten years ago, on 24 April 1959 the first Bitterfeld Confe-
rence was held with Comrade Walter Ulbricht making the final 
speech. There he formulated the task which society ·has set our 
artists and writers, and which is a program for a long period of 
literary and artistic creatioQ. Comrade Walter Ulbricht said: ''The 
task is to give artistic shape to the new in life, in the social relations 
between people, in their struggle for Socialist construction, for the 
Socialist transformation of the whole of life, that through their 
performances in art they inspire the people and thus help to 
accelerate the tempo of development and bring it ahead. Working 
people expect writers to make their great contribution to the 
Socialist transformation in the German Democratic Republic." 
(''Greif zur Feder Kumpel''. Minutes of the Writers' Conference of 
Mitteldeutscher Verlag, Halle (Saale), on 24 April 1959, in the 
Palace of Culture of the Electro-Chemical Combine in Bitterfeld, 
Mitteldeutscher Verlag, Halle, 1959, p. 96) 
Today we record a considerable number of artistic works showing 
endeavours to meet these demands. We have achieved progress 
in all fields of Socialist national culture, although in a differenti-
ated way. 
The furious attacks in the press of the West German big 
bourgeoisie on Anr1a Segher's recent novel Das Vertrauen (Confi-
dence) make it once again clear how much the enemy feels hit if 
works of art, even in handling the most difficult situations of our 
way, most impressively and clearly express this perception: To be 
a citizen of the GDR means to be among the victors in history. The 
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consciousness that our Socialist road is the correct one, and that 
we have our firm place by the side of the Soviet Union and withi11 
the family of Socialist peoples is the basis for the effectiveness and 
force of radiation of the Socialist German national culture. This 
recognition requires a thorough understanding of the historic role 
of the Socialist development of the GDR on the boundary between 
the two world systems. 
New novels, reports, radio plays and works of pictorial art have 
expressed the struggle to shape the Socialist image of man. The 
important television dramas by Seeger, Wogatzki, Bengsch, 
Sakowski, Egel and others are those which advanced most deeply 
into the virgin ground of artistically penetrating essential processes 
of Socialism. Impressive figures whose development and struggle 
is identical with that of millions of working people, reflect the 
central problems of those exercising Socialist power in the GDR; 
of the revolutionaries of our time. The experience and perceptions 
of these Socialist contemporary plays, the new aesthetic problems 
which they contain, and also the experience, working methods and 
conditions under which they were created have been most 
extensively generalized so far by the conference on television 
drama. This experience is essential for all literary creation, indeed, 
for the development of all arts in our Republic. Naturally, there 
are also experiences and problems concerning television specifi-
cally, but fundamental knowledge can and must be utilized for all 
1art forms. I am referring to t1he great significan.ce of the profound 
wealth of ideas in these works, penetrated by the Marxist-Leninist 
world outlook, the artistic creation of unforgettable figures, the 
firm relationship between their.vital problems and the great social 
development, the world-wide struggle between Socialism and 
capitalism. This principled knowledge also includes showing the 
certainty of the victory of the working class and of all working 
people in the GDR and their successful efforts to master the future. 
These recent experiences are fresh and clear proof of the 
uselessness and harmfulness of all modernistic-decadent symptoms 
of the decay of culture under imperialism, and of the theoretical 
conceptions on which they are based, proof of their absolute 
inability to give us anything for the aristic mastery of the Socialist 
present. 
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The latest fashion in bourgeois philosophy in several countries 
at present is structuralism originating from linguistics. In a non-
dialectical manner it unilaterally analyzes the systems structures, 
separating them from their social relativity and historical develop-
ment. The structuralist theory attempts to penetrate literature, art 
and music criticism. The danger is that structuralism assigns an 
autonomous character to the ''structure'', exclusively, that it 
abolishes the unity of structure and function, and denies the 
ideological character of the work of art. The work of art, so to 
speak, is to be anatomically dissected into ''layers, levels, and 
sections," without taking into consideration its psychical and 
emotional elements. This, however, means to destroy the genuine 
experience of art. The Marxist-Leninist artist and scholar will not 
for a single moment forget that aesthetic-artistic affairs are 
ideological processes, that these ideological processes make up 
the decisive nucleus of the work of art, and that its ''structure'' is 
conditioned by this and by its function in the process of social life. 
A second conception which is to justify the renunciation of 
realistic creation is the claim that the structure of ''modern indu-
strial society'' is so complicated that the artist is no longer in a 
position to grasp it. Therefore, he had increasingly to restrict 
himself to reflections and impressions, which means to renounce 
the method of realistic creation, for example, the story passing 
through the work. That means to proclaim the destruction of the 
relationship between art and reality. This theory is not so very new. 
The ruling imperialist cl.ass has always been interested in obscuring 
its mechanism of rule, and the apologists . of this system were 
zealous to develop their theory of the general opaqueness of social 
conditions. But it is the Marxist-Leninist ideology which offers the 
opportunity to penetrate social relations with scientific accuracy. 
And in Socialist society where, unlike the capitalist system, 
creation and building are done methodically and consciously, 
millions of people in this process have an immediate share in the 
exercise of power, in planful management and shaping, and under 
the leadership of the Party they are developing their ability to 
exercise power. This is a fundamental experience of all people, 
and accordingly also of those active in art. 
Of course, with the progress of society, with increasing socio-
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lization and interlacing in the process of the scientific-techno-
logical revolution many problems have also become more compli-
cated under Socialist conditions. But our experience concerning 
the planning and managment of society has also grown. The artist 
thus is given the great and exciting chance of making a construc-
tive contribution to shaping the Socialist system in the GDR by 
acquiring a profound knowledge of Marxism-Leninism, by the 
development of his own relations with the planners and managers, 
with the pacemakers in our development, by his striving artistically 
to master the ideas and feelings moving many people. 
Comrade Lucke, actor and author at Deutsches Theater said at 
the building conference: ''The task set by the Party and the 
government to artists, that they should depict the here and toda·y, 
makes it necessary to exactly understand the central problems of 
our society, the problems which move the people. Studying these · 
problems bureaucratically, however, or thinking that they might 
be understood by poking one's nose briefly into this or that sphere 
of production, leads to impressions which at best are sufficient to 
chat about in the canteen." 
Our Party thinks that the relations between artists and the 
vanguard which geos ahead in the revolutionary transformation of 
all spheres of life, is an important prerequisite for further progress 
in a rt. 
We have to start from the fact that within a few years the 
artistic-literary needs of oy,r people will substantially grow. The 
lively response of the audience to television art indicates the 
possibilities open to all forms of literature and art to influence the 
feelings and the understanding of the universally educated and 
highly developed Socialist personality. A literature and an art 
which continue the h-umanistic and revolutionary traditions of 
progressive German and universal culture, which constitute a 
militant culture free from modernistic influences, have the chance 
of appealing to millions of people. More than ever, literature, 
especially, has the task, through the constructive treatment of 
prospective problems to further develop humanism and the beauty 
of the community of man in the GDR. The Party and artists closely 
cooperate on this road. Only our enemies may claim that in this 
relationship the Party has the decisive word and the artist has to 
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fulfil its orders. We prefer to consult with artists regularly, to fix 
tasks jointly, and step by step to remove the obstacles which 
prevent us from making further progress. The present preparation 
of the Sixth German Writers'Congress is marked by the clarification 
of ideological, philosophical and aesthetic prerequisites for 
achieving a new quality in Socialist-realistic literature. It also 
serves for frankly and comradely discussing some less successful 
works or doubtful features in lyrics. The assembly of Berlin writers, 
film and television authors as well of prominent actors, held under 
the motto ''Art Helps to Master Our Life'' show~d the readiness of 
all artists concerned to face up to highest demands, and the open-
mindedness of the pacemakers in production towards creative 
questions of the artists . 
• 
Our Social Surroundings 
Intellectual l·ife, the culture of Socialism, includes surroundings 
worthy of and corresponding to the Socialist community of man. 
The emulation drive being staged on the o·ccasion of the 20th 
anniversary of the foundation of the GDR for making our towns 
and villages more beautiful has helped us to make considerable 
headway in this direction. 
From the creation of the devel·ope1d s·ocia.I system of Socialism in 
our Republic, continuously higher demands have been placed on 
city-planning and architecture. It is especi.ally in this field that the 
unity of the Socialist social order, the highest scientific and 
technological standards and the Socialist national culture finds its 
visible, convincing expression and great political effectiveness. 
With the means of city-planning, architecture and pictorial art we 
to a large extent are shaping the surroundings of our growing 
Socialist community. Today, the new face of the city centres of the 
capital of the GDR, Berlin, and of other towns is recognizable 
already in its contours. Not least it testifies to the ability of our 
building experts and to their firm will to show peak performances 
in honour of the 20th anniversary of the GDR. 
The examples of city-planning in Berlin, Jena and other towns 
show how it is possible to connect production sites and residential 
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areas in a rational way with cultural and educational institutions, 
with facilities for sport, recreation, and rehabilitation. It is not only 
the requirements of the economy of time and space, however 
important they are, which urge an optimum interdependence of 
functions. Much greater are the effects on this of changes resulting 
from the connection between production centres and centres of 
large-scale research, taking place in the character of work, in the 
relations developing between the people, and in Socialist habits 
of I ife. 
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The better the city planners and architects understand the nature 
of this law of development the greater will be the economic and 
architectonic effects and the political effect of the ensembles and 
buildings, and the clearer will the GDR prove its superiority to 
capitalist West Germany also in the field of city planning and 
architecture. 
To give these .laws, which are specific for Socialist society, an 
adequate functional and architectonic expression is the great task 
we expect the present active generation of architects, city planners 
and pictorial artists to fulfil. Its solution requires that the joint 
Socialist work which has begun with scientists, engineers and 
experts in the technical and economic spheres is further developed. 
It also requires the systematic inclusion of sociologists, medical 
experts, philosophers, cultural experts and representatives from 
other branches of knowledge in concentrated research in this field 
in order to lay the scientific groundwork. 
The specific political, ideological and material possibilities and 
prerequisites for a highly cultured life of the working people in the 
residential areas have to be examined very soon in the cooperative 
interplay of all social forces and managing bodies, and they must 
be meaningfully developed on the basis of binding stipulations. 
Demands on intellectual and cultural life which emanate from the 
most.progressive strata of the working people are very great today 
already. More and more people have taken to long-tern1 planning 
in arranging their leisure hours and using them for the all-round 
development of their personalities. Accordingly, the cultural and 
artistic offer must include a broad scale of the best performances, 
and must be aimed at satisfying the most varied intellectual and 
cultural needs. 
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Meaningfully arranged leisure hours have increasingly become a 
demand and need of thousands of working people. The cultural 
needs which have developed during the process of work in the 
enterprises. cooperatives, institutes and other institutions are only 
partly met in the factories and production centres themselves. 
A comprehensive, typically Socialist cultural need has developed 
which, apart from technical qualification and education also 
includes to a great extent artistic-aesthetic experience, high-level 
entertainment, varied physical compensatory and sports activity. 
The need to spend leisure hours in groups has also grown, whereby 
social forms combining recreation. education and experience are 
increasingly in demand. The recreation centres in the vicinity of 
towns have proved a particularly suitable source of recreation and 
education, cultural entertainment and physical compensatory 
activity. It is necessary to give still more close study to the needs of 
the working people for their leisure time which appear in outline 
already today.in order to draw conceptual conclusions for these 
nearby holiday centres, and also for other forms of mass cultural 
work, as, for example, the houses of culture or clubs. 
We possess a relatively dense network of traditional cultural 
facilities. But cultural institutions are out of repair, their equipment 
and construction no longer come up to the growing demands of 
the people and to modern technological possibilities. The histori-
cally grown network in many cases no longer agrees with new 
developments in the Republic. 
T·owns like Sc.hwedt ·or Jena where a rapid scientifi1c and 
technol·oglica.I develo1pment has taken place, and which are of 
eminent import1ance for the econom 1i·c structure of the GDR, are 
far from possessing the appropri1ate prerequisites f.or cultural 
activity. 
In order to deve.lop the specifically Socialist culture and a highly 
cultured way of life as a whole, a complex and proportional aeve-
lopment of all m·aiin elements influencing the1m are necessary -
fr1om culture at the working place and cultivated, aesthetic·ally 
beautiful surroundings to a t>hor·ough and comprehensive acquisi-
t1ion of the humani·st lega1cy an1d the development of the arts. Just 
as neces·sary is a complex development ·of intellectu·al and cultural 
life in enterprises, towns, mun1icipalities an·d villages in the GDR. 
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The best progress has been made where different c·ultural institu-
tions and cultur1al activities existing side by side h1as been over-
·come, where systematic coop:eration between the·m has developed, 
and culture.I work orientated ·on focal points has been combined 
with the generial development of the territory concerned. This is 
not only an affair of external, organizational regulation and 
necessary coordiinat·ion. More fundamental things are at issue. 
At the n.inth session of the Central C·ommittee we critically 
ascertained that the cultural education of the working people and 
the development of Socialist niationa.I culture in the GDR has been 
obstructe'd by unjustified d;ifferences iin the level of cultural work 
in different enterprises, towns and villages. 
Starting from th·e performances of the vang·uard in culture, such 
differen·ces in t1he level of intellectua,I and cul·tural life and in 
planning and m1anag1ing cultural processes must be overcome. 
The Planning and Guidance of Intellectual and Cultural Processes 
The practical development of Socialist society not only proves the 
burning !actuality of the ·M 1arxist-Leninist per,ception that social 
consc1iousness, ·ideology, the superstructure is a powerful, trans-
forming motive fior,ce of Socialist development, but also shows what 
new fundamental laws of development determine the content of 
intellectual life under Socialism. One of these ·laws of develop-
ment is the planning and guid1an1ce of intellectua.I and cultural 
processes by the Party and Socia·list state. It is an essential intrin-
sic part of scientific leadershi·p on all levels. 
The planning and guidance of intellectuial and cultural pro-
cess1es mu,st rest on the s1cientific social prognosis and be in accord 
with the planning and guidance of the other social processes, 
especi,ally with the e 1conomic development and structure policy set 
forth in the l·ong-range plan and the·development of the education-
al system. These are principles we h1ave been adhering to in the 
past. The thesi.s that intellectual and cultur,al processes cannot be 
pl1anned has been refuted by the rich, diverse and absorbing 
cu·ltural and .intellectual life which ·evolved in all spheres, p1arti-
cularly after the seventh SEO Congress. No screams from the 
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enemy to whom the growing expression of Socialist humanism and 
Soc,iali-st moriality, of education ·and culture in the GDR is indeed 
a thorn in the side, can alter this. 
The consciousness of duty to society among the working class 
and the other working se,ctions of our people c1an only advance as 
a r·esult of the system,atic leadership of the SED 1and the Socialist 
state in .cooperation with ·all forces of our people united in the 
National Front. Therefore, one of the Party's crucial tasks in the 
period ahead of us ,is to correctly shape and put into practi,ce a 
complex system of ideological work. 
We are aware that the planning and guidance of intellectual 
and cu·ltural processes 1is 1complic;ated for the reasons that the 
sharpest struggle between Socialism and imperialism is going on 
in the ideological sphere; since the remnants of bourgeois and 
petty-bourgeois ideology, way of life and customs remain alive 
longest, and ·as ideology is not a p·art system in Socialist society 
along with others, but penetrates all spheres of social life and, 
natura·lly, is in turn affected by them. 
And th,is 1is also why a well-functioning system of planning and 
guiding inte·llectual and cultural processes and ideological work 
assumes such vital importance. With the 10th session of the SED 
Central Committee we want to direct the attention of all Party 
branches to this 1important task ,in further Socialist construction 
and fix the necessiary measures for this purpose. 
The planning and guidance of ·intellectual and cultural pro-
cesses and the system of th.e Party's ideological activities rest on 
the orienting ,ideas and moral priinciples of our So·cialist sociiety. 
As I said earlier, these are formed in the concrete application of 
Marxist-Leninist theory, in the practical experien.ces of Soci al,ist 
constru1ction, and in the struggle ag1ainst imperialism, bourgeois 
and petty-bourgeo,is con1ceptions. At the heart of intellectual life 
are some elementar~ ideas which during the next few years will in-
creasingly characterize Socialist 1consciousness. These are the firm 
conviction of the necessity ·and inevitabil·ity of the v·ictory of Social-
ism and the firm al1lian1ce with the Soviet Union, the world so·cial1ist 
system, the i~ternational Communist movement and the peoples 
of the emergent count~ies and the national liberation movement 
struggl1ing to free themselves from imperialism. These elementary 
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ide,as of intellectu1al and cultural development include the se?lf-
confi·dence of the 'Citi.Z!en of our Soc'ialist state who has griasped the 
role of the GDR in the class struggle between Social·ism and 
imperialism, knows hiis 1enemy, West German imp1eri·alism, exactly, 
and is 'imbued with pride in the GDR and the des·ire whole-heart-
edly to devote h1is creativity to strengthening the workers' and 
farmers' power ec,onomically, 'pol1itically, culturally and militarily. 
These elementary ideas imply the striving for pioneer achievements 
in mastering the sciientific and technological revolution, the 
determ1ination never to be content with wh.at ·has been done and 
the desire to ful1ly exercise the democratic rights and duties of a 
Socialist producer, owner of the means of production, and citizen. 
The ne,ed to a 1cquire maximum knowledge and education, the deep 
concern with the 1intellectual problems of the epoch of the world-
wid·e transition from capitalism to Socialism are elements of 
intellectual life under Socialism as are Socia.list collectiive con-
sciousnes·s, the endeavou-r and capacity to bring the principles of 
equality, mutual respect and assistance, trust and .cooperation to 
l1ife in human relations at one's workplace and in personal life. 
The developm·ent of inte·llectual life is bas·ed on a system of 
inst1itution1s and me,asures serving to anchor th·ese ideas and moral 
principles in the thinking and acting of the workiing class, and in 
a differentiated way, in the other strata of the people. This system 
includes Socialist education, art and culture, press, r·ad;io and 
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television and in addition the co,rrect planning and management 
of the national economy, the entire activities of the state and the 
practical ·expertiences which the working peopl·e themse,lves gather 
dai1ly in building So.cialism. In this we take into account the 
pern1anent interrelation of thes·e different spheres. The successful 
implementation of the ec,onomic system facilitates the growth of 
Soc1ialist consciousnes·s and vice versa. Art and mass media, or 
architecture an·d the pictorial arts, working jointly, have already 
turned out to be of utmost sign1ific,ance. However, it has to be said 
that the immense possibil1ities are not yet exhausted by far. 
Th~ effective p·lanning and guidance of ideological work must 
be built on a scientific analysis of the ·extent to wh·ich and by what 
specifi.c forms these different factors influenc·e the thinking and 
actions-of the various classes and strata. 
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Press, radio and television hove a great importance in the deve~ 
lopment of our entire intellectual life, in the political work of the 
Party and in the struggle between Socialism and capitalism. We 
and also the imperiialists most intens\ively employ these new 
technical medl.ia, scientific and technological discoveries in this 
important phase of class struggle. 
There :i,s no 1doubt th1at the rol·e of the mass media is also grow1ing 
in the GDR. This is true both of its educational and organizational 
functions in our Socialist society. Their work is defined by the 
'inte.llectual problems, the dev,elopment of Socialist modes of 
thought and behaviour, the evolution of human relations in accord 
with the develo'ped Socialist society under conditions of the 
scientific-technological revolution. In this sense, Lenin's thesis of 
the press as a collective propagandist, agitator and organizer is 
more topical then ever, and today, naturally, includes television 
and radio. · 
This activity will be the more effective the more it is geared to 
Socia.list society in its entirety, the more consistently and expertly 
the wotrkers of the press, radio and television engage in the new 
theoretical and practical aspects of the po1licy of the Party and the 
Sociral1ist state and explain them to all citizens. 
A few examples convincingly sh1ow that frank discussion of basic 
intellectual protblems with the r1eaders, listeners and viewers proves 
to be 10 very helpful method of ideological work among the masses, 
especially i.n drawing the citizens into guiding and directing social 
processes. I would like t10 mention here the discussion ''Preparing 
for the Future'' which is being conducted by Neues Deutschland, 
the Aktuelle Ka·mera newsre,el and Radio DDR and which mainly 
deals with the responsib'ility of the individual f.or the who1le of 
" society. 
In ·a series of reports on the Ludwigsfelde Aut1omobile Works, 
our central Party organ Neues Deutschland, starting from a 
decision o.f the Secretariat of the Central Committe1e, exposed the 
various causes leading to the fact that this key works fell short of 
its oblig,ations to society. The conclusions contained in these 
reports were generally valid for improving the political work and 
scientific management and helped other works managements and 
work teams to g 1et a clear standpoint. 
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The !program ''Bright Heads - Warm Hearts'' over Radio DDR 
especially reveals the org.aniz·ing role of the mass media in bring-
ing up 1and tackling ideological proc1esses in comradely and fruitful 
cooperation with al1I social forces in the 1area. In five GDR districts 
alone over 80,000 people t1ook p.art in this program series devoted 
to the ·preparation of the 20th anniv·ersary of t1he Republic. Nearly 
25,000 c·itizens of the Saalfeld district contributed entries to the 
l·iterary and art competition arranged ·as part of the 'program under 
the m1otto ''My town and its people''. 
The significant television plays which in recent months kept 
millions of vi·ewers at their screens, gave an idea of the tremend-
ous possibil·ities of Socialist television to ·influence, with the hel·p of 
dramatic art, the de·v.elopment of the S1ocialist consciousness, 
thinking an,d actions of our peop,le. They likewise are evidence of 
the broad scope of art in our Soci,alist state. 
Our Party has always g,iven the greatest attention to press, r·adi 10 
and television, deve·loped 1and efficiently em,ployed them in all 
stages of the struggle. Today our Republic pos,s,esses a very up-to-
date network of mass medi·a. E·very household in the GDR sub-
scribes at present to one daily ,an1d one weekly or illustrated 
magazine. More th·an 95 per c,ent of 1households have one or more 
radio sets and over 60 per cent a television. set. 
Th·is network enables the Party and the social forces allied with 
it to give information and argument,ation to every family every day. 
Al·I, television, radio and the press have been expanding their mass 
circulation. Correl.ated, they influence all other spheres of ideo-
log1ioal work and 1are in turn influenced by them. New means and 
technologies are also revoluti,onizin·g the press, radio and tele-
• • v1s1on. 
Currently, work is being done to define the necessary d 1eve:lop-
ment of the mass med·ia as it resuilts from the long-term g·oals of 
1our Social1ist society. Accord·ingly th-e media are oriented towards 
cre,ating over a long period the ideological prerequisites in the 
minds of the peopl,e for s1ha.ping the Socialist system in all its 
aspects in th,e first half .of the 1970s. The ma·ss m·edia themselves 
will be further p1erfected. 
Our concerted .efforts in this field are a respon,se t 10 the fact that 
American and West G 1erm,an imperi·al.ism em,p:loy huge funds to· 
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penetrate the Socialist countries via their radio .and television 
services and influence developments in our Republic. Imperialism 
uses these i·nstru,ments as ,a decis·ive weapon from its armoury of 
psychological warfare. This, too, m.akes 'i't :imperative for us to 
improve the quality of our work in this field. 
A great and responsible task in d,evel·oping a l·ively ·inte1llectu1al 
and cultur·al life is facing the mass org.anizations. The trade unions, -
the FDJ, the Chamber of Technology, the Democratic Women's 
Feder1ation (DFD), the German Gymnasties an·d Sports Federation 
(DTSB). the German-Soviet Friendship Associ·ati,on, URANIA, the 
Le.ague of Culture, and oth 1er organiz·ations, .in every phase of our 
Socialist construction did an excellent job at all times in winning 
the working p1eople to solve the social tasks respons·ib1ly. 
Under conditions of shaping the develo·ped social system of 
Socialism these mass org·anizations have qu.alitatively new funct-
ions ·in fo·stering cultura·I and ·intellectu·al life. The advanced 
standards of educati·on, the ·p.artic1ipation of growing sections of 
. 
the people in the conscious shap,ing of ou-r society, their higher 
inte1llectu,al demands and the variety of the·ir interests, the desire 
for a meaningful use of leisure time, require that the mass organi-
z.ations compl·etely fulfil their specific res;ponsibilities c·oncerning 
·intellectual and cu·ltur1al life. T·he important th1ing is to promote the 
Socialist way of life which remains the prime objective in the 
mou,lding of intellectu 1al and cultural life throughout the c·ountry. 
In the sphere of culture efforts are concentrated on those cate-
gories .and genres prom1inent in profil,ing Socialist n 1ation,a·I culture, 
in devel·o'ping Social·ist consciousness and broadening the cultural 
needs of the working people. 
Abov1e all, this is true of the literature of Soc.ial·ist realism. All its 
forms are part1icul1arly suitable for depict,ing t 1he new problems of 
Socia.lism concern!ing man. It is exc.ellently equipped to p·ortray 
and encourage the evolution of ·personality in Soc.ialist society and 
t~us to promote the emergence of new human relati,ons. 
The ,increasing demiands among the working people for read 1ing 
and education, th,e demands P'Ut on the theatre, television and film 
production, entertainment, the cultivation of popular art and 
folklore, the popularity of songs and hits make urge·nt the dis-
c·overy and encouragement of liiterary talents latent in the peo·;ple. 
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T1here is a need for the maximum cooperative use of all in-
tellectual and material sources in the all-round development of 
th·e book trade and libr·ary syst1em. The public libraries must make 
efforts to r1ap:i-dly ·win new readers, increase their stocks and more 
adequately meet the publ.ic demand for general and specialized 
knowledge and satisfy the gre·ater aesthetic needs. Regi~onal 
networks of libraries by way· of cooperation agreements are to 
make the existing 1possib·ilities more effective. 
The production of tele·vis·ion and feature fil·ms for cinema 
distribution has an ever greater role to play. Cinema films exert a 
great influence, especi1ally on young people. The percentage of 
DEF.A productions in cinema programs must be augmented. In the 
film industry a dee·per penetrati1on of our l.ife combined with a 
masterly command of technic·al possibilities must give fil 1ms a 
greater m.ass effectiveness. These include a more efficient use of 
the 70-m1ill1imetre technique, increase in the prodl:Jction of color 
films and the modern1ization of cinemas. 
The cultural demands of t·he working people will not only multiply 
but also acqu·ire a new qua·li1ty. Satisfying them calls for exhausting 
and ex,panding .all possibil1ities. The production of records and 
other sound c·arr1iers and record 1players corresponding to ·inter-
natlonal technological standards must be very substantially raised. 
Likewise reproductions of works of GDR pictorial art, especially 
pa:intings and small pl·astics, ·and w1orks of ·international art must 
be 1in the quantity and quality enabling them to help det,erm·ine 
cultural stanrdards around u·s. 
The 1priority development of those branches of art and culture 
must be encouraged which ·impart artistic experiences in the 
community and unfold the incl1inations and talents of the Socialist 
p·ersonality. Visits tio a th 1e1atre or concert as fest1ive h·ighlights ·in 
our everyday life ·in w·hich culture in general is ·increasingly en-
riching our l·ives, do not lose but ga'in in i·mportance, and must also 
be opened to those sections wh·ich have so far not been among 
regular concert and theatre go·ers. It requires from music an ever 
dee,per stamping of ·its folk character, supreme mastery and a dee·p 
feeling for the peoiple in expressing the em·oti,ons and ideas of the 
pacemakers of society, the outlook of Social!ist people. For many 
towns the the,atre will assume growing importance as a centre of 
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intellectual and cultural life. Events such as winter concerts in the 
countrys·ide, youth theatre festivals, theatre evenings arrang,ed by 
the trad,e uni·ons, permanent 1links between work teams of large 
enterprises and theatre groups and orchestras will increasingly 
prevail and must be cultivated. 
Theatre compan·ies should view it as especi.ally important to 
increase the number of Socialist contem·porary plays in their 
repertoire. At the same time mor1e att,ent!ion must be paid to con-
tinu·ally carrying on the accomplishments of Marxist interpretations 
of cl.assioal dramas. We stress that because the attitude towards 
the humanisti·c culturia·I and 'intellectual heritage has become one 
of the crucial questiions ·of our class struggle against the policy 
and ideology of im·perialism. 
With its wealth of museums, collections, memorial s1ites, h.istoric 
bu·ildings and monuments, the GDR is abundant in treasures of 
German culture ·an:d t1he cu1lture ·of many ages an,d peoples. On its 
soil one finds profound testi·mony of the history an1d un·iversail 
culture of all glieat epochs of m1ank1ind. May the cultural author-
ities, sci·entists, publ1ishers and the res·p·ons'ible tourist officials 
open all ways for the c·itizens of the GDR to discover their Social:ist 
home and as ·a country which has much to offer of un,iversal 
culture, as a true home of the humanistic cultural heritage. 
Socia1list national culture is to an ever higher degree co-
determined by the developing art creation by the peo,ple. The 
encouraging of all genres of ·art is the key for searching out and 
systematioa.lly developing all talents of th.e p·e.ople. A model of 
this is the new country-wide popularity of thte song movement and 
singing clubs of the FDJ. Experience won here must also be appl·ied 
to poetry and the comp.ositi,on of good dance music. 
The cu1ltur1al education of youth from k1inderg1arten thriough 
school, vocational tra,ining an·d h)igh~r studies u·p to employment 
must be made more efficient and continuous throug1h the co-
operation of the educational establ1ishments, the V.oung Pioneer 
Organization, the Free German Youth and the trade unions with 
the state authoritiies, cultural institutiions and artists' associations. 
Existing cultural facili·ties should be made better use of for after-
schiool activities ·and the aesthetic education of children and young 
1people. 
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All Socia1l·ist collectives an1d work.ing groups sh:ould work in 
accordance with realistic and calculable cu·ltural and educational 
programs whih correspond to the unity of personal and social 
nee(ds and 'interests. 
We feel it is essenti1al thait the enterprises together wiith the state 
organs and loc,al culturail inst1itutions must ex·plore ways of satisfy-
ing the cu1ltural and intellectual demands of shift workers and 
their families . 
Primarily in the residenti,al districts, especia·lly in new develop-
ment ,areas, 1populous centres and regions where industry is con-
centrated, communal faciilities must supplem:ent complex housing 
schemes which make it possible for the working pe,ople to pursue 
all those forms ·of cultural and ·artistic activity suite1d to deve,loping 
their creative ta.tents, a·ptitude and inclinatJi.ons and answer their 
grow·ing nee1ds for culture. entertainmenlt and soc·i1ability during 
leisure hours . 
Facilities f,or cultural, sports and soci1all events, restaurants and 
schools must be designed with an eve to multi-1purpose utiliziation . 
The Germ!an Acad·emy of Arch·itecture should conceive v1ariable 
projects and variants of functi·onal p11ograms which facil1itate 
phase;d constructi1on of such complex projects unit by unit. Invest-
ments for cu.ltural purposes must above all be made where struc-
ture-determining enterprises are concentrated and whi,ch are 
centres of scientific, technoJog·ical and econom1ic develo·pm,ent. At 
the same time the cooperation among mass organizations, the state 
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authorities and enterpl\ise.s must be considerably extended in order 
to m1ake more effective use of cultural amenities (clubs, cultural 
centres, cab·inets) and of avail1able funds for the benefit of all 
citizens. ~ 
Residential and town p·lanning must provide s·pac1e fior major 
publi1c events, entertia,inment and recreation centres and for parks. 
In ·ad1dition, reserves for modernizi1ng and ma·intaining cultural 
amenities can and must be opened up under the National Front 
emu,lation driv.e for m1a~ing our towns an.d vill1ages more beiautiful. 
This aiccords with the imm,ed1iate interests of all citizens and 
provides new opportunities to include them in the responsibility 
for ,and c·ooper.ation on cultural affa1irs. 
All managers and managerial bo1dies of the Soc1ialist enter-
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prises, combines, cooperatives and ·institutions, and all central 
and local government authorities, establishments and the mass 
organiz1ations h1ave to integrate the pJanning iand gu1idance of 
cult,ural and intellectu·al developments in the whole syste.m of their 
managment and guidance, wiith the broaidest sections of the 
people cooperating. The pl1anning and guidance of the cultur.al 
development must m1ake full use of the ideas and suggestions, 
criticism and po·inters, m1ost of all, however, of the initiative and 
coo1periati1on of all citizens. 
We :consi,der it nec,essary to intensify the tr,aining of cadres f,or 
artistic professions, advance the qual1ification p·art1i1cularly of inter-
medli.ate jcu·ltural 1organ.izers and promote a complex system of 
qualific·ation ftor the ·planning and gu·iid,ance of cultural processes. 
VI. The Leadership of the Party 
lntellectua,I and cultural life are determined to .a h1igh degree by 
how much attention the Party branches pay to the basic questions 
of Marxis1m-Len.inism, t 10 the new theoreti1ca,I and pria1ct1i.al problems 
ariising in the C1ourse of shaping the develiop·ed s1oci!al system of 
Sociali·sm, and t10 the militant attitude towards imperialist ide·ology 
and rev.isionist concepts. 
Wh·erein l'ies the oontinuiity of the Party's policy, ·and h,ow does 
the Party im·p:lement ;its lea·ding role? Our P·arty 1and its Central 
Comm1ittee he1aded by Comra\de Walter Ulbricht has always made 
it it1s task to cre·atively app·ly Marxism-Len.inism and work out in 
good time the ripening theoretical and practical problems of 
social devel,opm·ent ·in the GDR and the struggle against West 
Ger·man 1impeni1alism and militarism. We all kn1ow the supreme 
,importance of the drafting 1of the S1ocialist Consti,tution, the 
ec1on1omic system of Sociafism, scientifi·c manage·ment, the Social-
ist edu1cati 1onal syistem, and the third reform of h1igher educ·ation . 
by_ the Central CommiUee and the Politic-al Bureau I All basi·c 
problems wh.ich had ·and have matured w·ere an1d are thoroughly 
discusse1d and clarified with ·the working p 1eop·le. Every decision 
is taken foll,owing large-scale d·emocratic debiate and only then is 
its 1consistent i·mplementati·on tackled. The 'miost recent example 
of this practice is the preparation of the C 1oun1cil of State d·ecree 
on the further .implementation of the third reform of ·higher educ1a-
ti·on and the devel1opment ,of h:igher educ·ation in the GDR up· to 
1975. Naturally, the process of impl·ementation constantly ra 1ises. 
new pr1oblems requiring clarifi1cation and solution anid theoretical 
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and pra:ctical eJ,aborat·ion. The Party fulfils ·its lead1ing role by 
basiing itself 1on the scientific. s·ocial prognosis and the timely d·eve-
·topment 1of forward pointing idea1s anrd conceptionis wh1ic·h be1c1ome 
the ide1ologiical equipment of the masses, a material force, and by 
the exa·mple set by the P1arty bran1ches and by every Party member 
in im·plementing those ideas and concepti·ons. This scientific 
leadership is derived fr,om th,e di,aliectics of the struggle for sh;ap-
·ing the developed social system ,of Socialism anid of the struggle 
against imperialism. It has stood its test a thousandfold and 
refuted all talk of the cl,ass enemy on the alleged dogmatis·m of 
1our policies and the opinion of those who, out of their lack of 
actual knowledge, repe,a,tedly accuse our Party of ·inf,lexib1ility. _For 
·us the art of party work c1ons1ist1s in discussing in good tim,e in the 
.executive organs and the branc·hes ·of the P,arty the genuinely new 
.problems of s·ocial development, deliberating and de1cid1ing on the 
1questions appearing in t 1he solution of t1hese problems W·ith the 
accent on ensuring further theoretical clarification and the consist-
ent implementation of the tasks fixed. That is also true of inte,llec-
tual an1d 1cultural 1-ife. 
Now as before iit is true that with·out revolutionary theory there 
can be no rev1olutionary practice. The cre1at1ive application of 
Marxism-Leninism by the w·orking clias·s and all working sect1ions 
·1ed by its vang.uard strengthens our convi:ction that we are g1oing 
the rigiht way, ·and is at the same time a S·ource of ever more 
ln.·sight by the iin1d·ividual ,into the dynamicis of our dev,elopment. 
This contin,ous interplay ,of the·ory and practice enhances the 
Social:ist sen1se of responsibil:ity of the working people and equ;ips 
them with the correct stand and decision in the various new 
processes an·d requirements. 
The 1systematic 1devel1opment 1of intellrectua.J life :in our society by 
the Marxiist-Leninist Party calls f,or greater efforts in l·aying the 
1intellectual groundwork, in formulating new pr1in·ciple, norms and 
ideals enabling citizens of the Sodalist GDR to work Out and 
master the obJe1ctive requirements of the 1970s and 1980s. 
At the heart of the pl1anning and guidan,ce of cultural and 
intellectual processes and the system of ideological work is the 
leadership of the Party wh·ich - -pr1o·ceeding from the laws of the 
development of consciousness - seeks to plan intellectual and 
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cultural l.ife on as long-term a basis ·as possible. In t 1h·is th·e co-
ordinati1on an.d systematic activity o·f the in1di vidual ·instituti·ons and 
measures are prereq·uis·ites for the ev·olution of a ri1ch, d;iverse, 
interesting intellectual life geared t 10 the single aim of creating 
the develope1d Social;ist so·ciety. 
This puts exacting dem·ands ·on the id·eol·ogical and theoretical 
work of all P·arty brianches, fior their pressing m'issi1on is to raise 
the Social·ist responsib.ility of the peop1le, their s·ocial ref,ations, 
the1ir comm·unal W'ork and life, their educational and cultural 
levels. Therefiore, we must elevate inner-party life and pur,p·ose-
fully ·an1d system·atica.lly expand Marxist-Leninist instructions 
within the Party and p·olitica:I work among the w,orking people. 
Such a system of i1d 1eolog1ical work is not created :in a single act 
but in a pro·ceiss ·in whose cours·e new questions occur and fres'h 
tasks arise every day. Only in d 1ay-to-day struggle for S·ocialist 
consci·ousness will we achieve a many-side1d, blossom1ing intellect-
ual l1ife which will further 1in1crease the attraction of the Socialist 
society of the GDR within ·and w·ithout. 
There ;is still much work t 10 be done in order to make all P·arty 
branches fully c1apable ·of discovering and ·ins,piring new intellec-
tual experiences and need·s, and to d·o justice to the inte.Jlectual 
life of our Republic in the epoch of the worl.d-w·ide transition from 
capitalism t·o Socialism. During this process the scientific ch1aracter 
of our Soialist ideoology w1ill ·c1onstantly be confirm·ed anew and 
perfe,cted, and Socialist itde,ology will ·increasingly become the 
intellectual pro1perty of all classes anid st11ata of our society. 
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